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Lets talk ahwtsti 
A trend in sex columns sweeps college 
campuses as sex becomes jusl another 
topic to write about. 
■ F-«el3 
SIMM *I whWtr wtnierltnd 
Area ski resorts serve as outlets for winter 
boredom for many ]MU students 
■atasMwDTrllMhilT 
Women's basketball picked up its intensity 
late in the game to prevail against the 
College of William b Mary in overtime. 





Low.  U' 
King celebration unites JMU 
Campus commemorates King's efforts with march, speak out 




BY KIT COLLINS 
contributing writer 
The weekend commemorat- 
ing Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
began last Thursday with a cam- 
pus-wide march and speak out. 
Multiple equal rights groups, 
such as Delta Sigma Theta soror- 
ity, Black Student Alliance, 
Women of Color and JMU's 
chapter of the NAACP organ- 
ized this 16th annual event. 
The occasion was a way to 
"unify students, faculty and 
staff in an effort to commemo- 
rate the efforts of Dr. King at 
well as the entire civil rights 
movement," said Mariama 
Boney-Padilla. associate direc- 
tor of the Center for 
Multicultural/International 
Student Services. 
Approximately 40 people 
met at the ISAT/CS building 
and began marching acniss the 
1-81 bridge at 12:30 p.m. 
Carrying banners declaring 
names of supporting organiza- 
tions, participants marched on 
Carrier and Bluestone drives to 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre Aside 
from students stationed along 
the route singing, "Keep Your 
Eyes on the Prize," "Wade in the 
Water" and "Amazing Grace," 
marchers remained silent in 
observance and reflection. 
Steve Grande, assistant 
director of Educational 
Support Programs, described 
the march as "a visible way to 
take a stand and support 
MLK's vision for our society." 
Immediately following the 
march was a speak out in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 
where students, faculty and 
staff had the opportunity to 
share some encouraging 
words or personal advice. 
JMU President Linwood Rose 
began by saying, "Dr. King 
shaped American life of his day, 





BY KHAI.II. GARRIOIT 
news editor 
Write On!, JMU's third 
annual academic writing con- 
test, is accepting submissions 
until Feb. 10 at 3 p.m. 
Several disciplines of writ- 
ing pieces are eligible, includ- 
ing literary interpretations, 
business plans, software man- 
uals, research papers and 
poems. The contest is open to 
student wnting from all under- 
graduate and graduate classes 
taken since spring 2002. 
Students may enter one piece 
of writing, and there are no 
length restrictions. 
The three levels are fresh- 
man/sophomore, junior/sen- 
ior and graduate level writ- 
ing. Three winners at each 
level will be selected, with 
first second and third places 
winning $200. $100 and $50 
cash, respectively. 
JMU faculty and students 
representing all of the universi- 
ty's colleges will screen sub- 
missions before off-campus 
writing specialists select the 
top nine pieces in March. The 
award ceremony for winners 
will be held April 26, when 
first-place winners will read 
fro* their selections An online 
collection of the nine winning 
submissions will be available 
in April. 
Write On! "is an opportunity 
to encourage, showcase and 
reward excellence in student 
writing at all levels and in all 
disciplines," according to the 
program's Web site. "Through 
publication of their papers, 
JMU's students contribute to 
the conversation of ideas taking 
place on campus and in the 
broader cultural arena," the 
Web site stated. 
The contest committee is 
comprised of five faculty mem- 
bers of the writing program: 
Janette Martin, chair and assis- 
tant professor; Sarah 
O'Connor, assistant professor; 
Mark Thomas, instructor; 
Patrick Wasley, instructor; and 
see CONTEST, pageS 
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RACMFI.1.K LACROIXV***" iibun 
Students explore winter sky 
Planetarium presentation highlights Jupiter, Saturn 
BY COI UBBh   Si  HORN 
staff writer 
William Alexander, a JMU 
astronomy professor, discussed 
features visible in the winter sky 
at a monthly planetarium show 
Friday at the John C. Wells 
Planetarium in Miller Hall. 
"I want to teach you to find 
your way around the winter 
sky, focusing especially on 
Jupiter and Saturn since they 
are especially bright now.' 
Alexander said. Presently, 
Jupiter is brighter than all the 
stars in the winter sky, accord- 
ing to Alexander. 
As the fifth planet in our solar 
system, Jupiter is a gaseous plan- 
et th.it produces more heat than it 
receives from the Sun. Alexander 
said. Named after the Roman 
king of the gods, Jupiter is the 
largest and most massive planet. 
-66  
/ want to leach you to 
find your way around 
the winter sky... 
— William Alexander 
astronomy professor 
■?9 
It was observed closely for the 
first time in the 1600s by Galileo 
Galilee using one of the first tele- 
scopes. The discovery of the 
Jupiter moons, called the 
Galilean Moons, caused Galileo 
to be excommunicated by the 
Catholic Church, Alexander said 
Galileo discovered four of 
Jupiter's moons — lo, Europa, 
Ganymede      and      Callisto. 
Alexander said lo is highly vol- 
canic, while Europa is covered 
with la' plates whose geologi- 
cal movements arc similar to 
Earth's plates. Its oceans, 
although frozen, are several 
hundred miles        deep. 
Ganymede n'sembles our own 
moon although half its surface 
is ice and Callisto is mostly 
rocky with some ice, according 
to Alexander. 
Sophomore Jan Steffe said, 
"It was interesting to hear 
about the moons of Jupiter, 
especially Europa since scien- 
tists are looking at it as a possi- 
ble place to find life." 
The planet Saturn is named 
after the Roman god of the har- 
vest, according to Alexander 
"Everyone learns about Saturn's 
see ASTRONOMY, page 5 
Three is the magic number 
Two armed mbberies 
occurred off campus Jan. 10 and 
Jan. 12, according to a timely 
notification bulletin issued by 
the JMU department of police 
and public safety. 
The Jan. 14 notice said an 
armed robbery was reported to 
have occurred at or near 1803 
Bradley Drive in the Hunter's 
Ridge complex at approximate- 
ly 2:20 a.m. Jan. 10. 
A strong armed robbery was 
reported in the 1800 block of 
Putter Court in the Stone Gate 
apartment complex at appnixi- 
mately 8 to 8:30 p.m. Jan. 12. 
The suspects in both inci- 
dents are described as black 
males with short hair, the two in 
the Jan. 10 incident riding in a 
late model, dark-colored sport 
utility vehicle. The passenger 
was described as wearing a T- 
shirt and baggy jeans. The two 
suspects in the Jan. 12 incident 
were seen riding in a dark blue 
or green Dodge Intrepid sedan, 
according to the bulletin. 
In the Jan. 10 incident, the 
victim was walking alone on 
Bradley Drive when he noticed 
an SUV type vehicle pull out of 
the parking lot at 1308 Bradley 
Drive. The passenger allegedly 
pointed a long barrel handgun 
of unknown caliber at the victim 
while demanding his money, the 
report said. The victim then gave 
over his wallet, which contained 
credit cards, a driver's license 
and cash. 
In the Jan. 12 incident, the 
victim allegedly was walking 
alone near 1825 Putter Court 
when the two subjects kicked 
and punched the victim while 
he was down on the grassy area 
near the 1825 building of Stone 
Gate apartments Immediately 
upon observing a witness across 
the road watching the alterca- 
tion, the two subjects fled in a 
sedan, dropping the hat and 
watch stolen from the victim, 
according to the police report. 
Persons with helpful infor- 
mation about either of these 
incidents are asked to contact 
Harrisonburg police at 434-2545 
or through e-mail at publicsafe- 
ty@jmu.edu. Anonymous report- 
ing can be done through "Silent 
Witness," at www.jmu.edu/pub- 
safety/Silent Witnessshlml. 
— compiled from staff reports 
HPD report 
break-ins over 
break total 35 
The Harrisonburg Police 
Department received a total of 
35 complaints of breaking and 
entering into local n-sidences 
between Nov. 15 and Dec. 29, 
2002, according to a Jan. 15 
release from the HPD. 
Nineteen of the 35 cases 
were reported in the areas of 
Port Republic Road, Devon 
lane. Old South High Street, 
Mountain View Drive, Lois 
Lane, Cantrell Avenue and Ott 
Street, all primarily areas of col- 
lege student housing. 
The HPD release said two 
suspetts were appn'hended for 
a possible hn'.iking and enter- 
ing Dec. 31,2002. Harrisonburg 
police officers arrived after secu- 
rity for the 1500 block of Devon 
Lane contacted police and a foot 
pursuit ensued with the subjects 
coming out of the residence. 
Two subjects were caught and 
charged with two counts each of 
breaking and entering, pmperty 
damage and grand larceny. A 
third suspect reportedly was 
arrested Jan. 2 in relation to the 
incidents and was charged with 
similar charges. HPD said the 
investigation is still pending, 
according to the media release. 
For more information, con- 
tact the crime prevention unit at 
434-2530. Any information 
about these crimes can be called 
in to the HPD at 434-2545 or 
Crime Solvers at 574-5050. 
IIAVKKIW phoumruphtr 
— compiled from staff reports 
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Tuesday, January 21, 2002 
DUKE DAYS EVENTS  CALENDAR 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 21 
ifalong Lavning Institute will hold its "Open 
I louse Reception for the spring Mtncatai ..i I p.m. at the 
<.Hlkerson Community Activities Center on South Dogwood 
Drive I hi' prt.^r.im IN optfl to all adults 50 years or older, and 
the annual membership fee is $10. Information will be avail- 
able »>n .i variety <»( nocx rt^iit short term courses, day trips, 
lunch spiMk.rs .md MHI.I1 rvrnts. For more information, call 
Kitty .it xH-2923. 
• The dep.irtmenl of sociology and anthropology will hold a 
Innik discussion of   Ishmaer by Daniel Quinn at 3:30 p.m. in 
Sheldon H.ill room 114  rhe rJitCUMkxi will be led by associ- 
ate professor of sociolosv and anthropology Nikitah Imani. 
For more information, e-mail wiiliemtor call x8-6213. 
• The JMU chapter oi the National Society of Collegiate 
Scholars is meeting from b.X) to 7 p.m. in the airport 
lounge oi Warren Hall 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22 
• The |MU College Democrats are holding their weekly meet 
ing at 7 p.m. in Taylor Hall room 309. For more information 
e-mail crainjd or visit http://prgs.imu.eiiu/co!legedentocrats. 
• Former Miss Arizona and Miss USA finalist Stacev Kok « ID 
speak on "Satisfying the Starving Soul," a discussion on eat- 
ing disorder education and prevention, at 7 p.m. in the 
College Center Ballroom She will t,ilk about the praMI 
the beauty industry and her own battle with ■noftxU I Ml 
free event is sponsored by the University Health Center md 
Campus Crusade for Christ. For more information, visit 
www tttctykoiexom or call x8-3503. 
TO SUBMIT A DUKfc DAY EVENT: 
I mail Kvra of The Breeze at papafike with the information 
(event, date, location, contact info, etc) 
PltSM submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for 
a Thursday issue. 
POLICE LOG 
B> SM\K(IS Bi I■ »K\n •fM 
polit •■ log rtporttr 
Matthew R Plunket. 18. at WashiMp\jS 
DC . was arrested and ciffianW    - — 
underage possess on oj alc(jrKi«t*2!»ne 
Showker Hall Jan '•> at '1.47 p i 
In other matters campus poiiqp report 
the tollowing: 
Petty Larceny 
A JMU student reported the larceny 
a JAC card Irom a tabld h»D-Hall 
13 at 4 p.m. 
A JMU student reported an unknown per- 
son removed a passerBajfcide outside 
mirror Irom a vehicle n R 1 lot between  
r^jj^nvDamage 
A JWIC ffiwil teported an unknown per- 
TievedthQ driver side outside mir- 
ror t*m a vehicle In R-7 lot between Jan. 
12 at 4 p.m. and Jan  14 at 1.30 p.m. 
NttnCer'o' drunk in public charges smce 
Aug. 26: 72 
iber of parking IfCkets issued between 
13andJarl16  866 






High 27 Low 12 
Wednesday Mostly Cloudy 
Thursday Light Snow 
Friday Partly Cloudy 
Saturday Partly Cloudy 
High    Low 








Aa of dOM on Fn0*y January 17,2003 
DOW JONES 
29.30 
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How to place a classified' Come to The Breeze 
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Cost: $3.00 tor the first 10 words, $2 lor each 
additional 10 words: boxed classified. S10 
per column inch. 
Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon 
Tuesday for Thursday issue. 
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The 
Breeze office 
TABLE OF COI 
OPINION 
Girls gel special primping perks 7 
House editorial New SGA proposal 
could provide satet Saturday nights    7 
Darts ana pals 7 
Campus spotlight: What meal is 
like your file and why? 8 
LEISURE 
Comics 9 
Crossword and horoscope 10 
FOCUS 
Between the sheets 11 
STYLE 
Winter wonderlands of the Valley      13 
This Jane magazine proves 
anything but plain 13 
Decent style is duty, not choice 13 
Finding peace in The Hours" 15 
SPORTS 
Men s basketball vs. 
George Mason 17 
Women's vs. William & Mary 17 
Swimming vs. Old Dominion 17 
The pen is mightier 17 
HE'BREEZE 
With 22,000 to ttadcnhlp, 
lie Brtexe b distributed lite 
of charge throughout the J Ml 
community twice each week. 
7*. Smo. Cl. Anlhony Secfer Hall. MSt 08113 
lamci Madura. Unrveruly, Haimonbunj. VA 22807 
M'ISM)Ml-6l27-fa:vMO)M*-7sW 
rmail die brcucstjmu edu • wee: hnp7/«ww.unbrccze.(jrg 
open 7 days a woek 
433.9181 
Cheap Nights at Acme 
AClTie VideO Use This Coupon For i 
Rent 1, Get 1 Free        I 
L     Sunday-Thursday Only  Exp. 1/30/03 
1TOED m. 33 East (nmxt to Wendy't, across from Pmrgo'%) 
* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL * 
433-7272   ^fifijfflfe   433-7272 
Better Ingredients 




16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY! 
1:30 am Mon-Thurs     3:30 am Fri & Sat 
U, 12:30 am Sun 
AFTF.R 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03 
LARGE ONE TOPPING 
$8.50 W/ COUPON 
++ Tamles Dau &a 
~>rfiW ' C'    FullSe-v^eS; 
/////''//•//'. 
January Special ID 
10 Tanning Sessions for $10 
l  rvice alon Ollerinq D 
D 
H»fD MassageD 
NailsD Body waxingD 
Tanning Facials 
810 Port Republic Rd.D 
Suite MO 
Hamsonburg VA 228010 
432-5544 
www langlesdayspa.nellirms.com 
The Laiv Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC 
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor 
You may reach me at 540-438-1000 
71 Court Square, Suite B 
Harrisonburg 
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS 
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES 




Marching for peace 
Over 200,000 attended an 
anti-war march Saturday 
in Washington, DC. 
see story below 
TUESDAY, JAN. 21. 20031 THE BREEZE 13 
"See, you can pretty well 
blackmail a doctor into 
settlement if you continue to 
throw lawsuit after lawsuit." 
PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH 
see story be km 
Protesters brave cold to march 
D.C. anti-war protest draws over 200,000 
BY DAVID WILLMAN AND 
CHARLES PILLER 
Los Angeles Times 
Tens of thousands of pro- 
testers gathered peacefully 
Saturday in bitterly cold weath- 
er here to denounce President 
Bush's preparations for a war 
against Iraq. 
The   demonstrations  were 
tepUcated In SHI francaroo md 
on a smaller scale across the 
nation and in Europe, the 
Middle East and Asia in what 
anti-war activists hoped would 
mark a turning point in rallying 
public opinion against a possi- 
ble war in baa 
The coordinated protests 
cam*' as the Hush administra- 
tion continued a build-up forces 
in the Persian Gulf and 
expressed confidence that it can 
make a "persuasive" case by the 
end of January that Saddam 
Hussein is not cooperating with 
U. N. weapons inspections. 
The largest turnout was in 
Washington, where the rally 
and march attracted a wide 
spectrum of demonstrators, 
from sign-toting grandmothers, 
to college students, to gay 
activists, to parents with babies 
in strollers. 
Organizers estimated that 
more than 200,000 people con- 
verged on the National Mall. 
Authorities would not con- 
firm that number, but said the 
crowds were larger than last 
fall's anti-war protest here. 
Regardless of the exact num- 
bers, the scale and the passion — 
given the 20-degree Fahrenheit 
conditions—evoked strong emo- 
tions and memories of the anti- 
Vietnam War mm'ement. 
Many of the demonstrators 
and   most  of  the speakers 
including the Revs. Jesse Jackson 
and Al Sharpton, Vietnam War 
veteran Ron Kovic and former 
US. Attorney General Rarnsav 
Clark — were united in ques- 
tioning Bush's motives for 
threatening a new war. 
"This is a great day for 
America, said kovic. who was 
carried up to the open-air stage. '1 
lost thiee-fburths of my body (in 
Vietnam). You will find strength. 
You were bom to take this coun- 
try back! No blood for oil." 
One major difference 
between political conditions 
now and the 1960s is the impact 
of Sept. 11, a factor which many 
of the speakers alluded to. if 
indirectly. 
Sharpton, who plans to file 
papers declaring his candidacy 
for the [Jemocratic Party's nom- 
ination for president Tuesday, 
criticized Bush for negotiating 
44 
Let's impeach him! 
— Ramsay Clark 
former U.S. Attorney General 
with a nuclear North Korea 
while readying for war with an 
Iraq that remains open to U.N. 
inspections. 
He asked, "Arc we talking 
about weapons of mass 
destruction? Or are we talk- 
ing about a political game of 
mass distraction?" 
Jackson, who ran unsuccess- 
fully for president in 1984 and 
WHK. said that the pmtesters 
represented "many more peo- 
ple, at home," who are unper- 
suaded by Bush's Mated basis 
for threatening war 
"Most Americans are not 
com inced that this is about our 
security, but [that it's] about 
our politics, and about hege- 
mony, about the oil, about 
defense contracts," Jackson 
■aid in a brief interview. 
One of the day's loudest 
crowd reactions came when a 
figure from the Vietnam era, 
Clark, called for articles (»i 
impeachment to be brought 
against Bush. The president was 
at his Camp David retreat for 
the weekend. 
let's impeach him!" shout- 
ed the 75-year-old Clark, who 
served under President Johnson 
and who more recently has rvp 
resented a string of high-profile 
criminal defendants. Afterward, 
Clark said "the evidence is 
there" for articles of impeach- 
ment, but that he would not 
"prejudge" whether it merited 
Bush's conviction by the Senate 
and removal from office. 
The San Francisco crowd 
rivaled the-IK showing with 
throngs of noisy but peaceful 
and composed protesters con- 
verging  on   the  city's  Civic 
-99 *■<• PftOTESTFRS we 4 
KAOIUJl. LAC. ROIX,;^.tr- 
over 200000 protesters protested Saturday In an antiwar march In Washington, D.C. 
Bush asks Congress to fix 
"broken medical-liability 
system"after W.Va. walkout 
BY DIKGO IBARGLEN 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
President Bush urged 
Congress Thursday to fix what 
he called a broken medical-lia- 
bility system, blaming skyrock- 
eting insurance premiums for 
doctors on frivolous lawsuits. 
excessive jury awards and 
t>\ IT/.MIOUS lawyers. 
I !«• ivsult, Bush said, is a sys- 
tem that appears to be "less about 
justice and more about M >mething 
that looks like the lottery." 
The cost of malpractice 
insurance for doctors has come 
to the forefront over the past 
year amid a debate over the rap- 
idly rising costs of medical care. 
On New Year's Day. doctors in 
West Virginia staged a walkout 
at four hospitals to protest rising 
premiums; doctors in New 
jersey arc threatening a similar 
move next month. 
The  president  called  for 
Congress to consider imposing 
a $250,000 cap on damages lor 
pain and suffering in medical 
malpractice cases and argued 
that the system should be 
mvih.iuled in an effort to limit 
the number of cases filed 
against doctors. 
Trial lawyers and other 
opponents of liability caps 
countered that the insurance 
industry was solely responsi- 
ble for rising premiums, 
adding that companies were 
trying to recover losses in the 
stock market. 
"We're a litigious society. 
Everybody's suing, it seems 
like," Bush told an enthusiast], 
crowd in a gymnasium at the 
University of Scranton. 
"There are too many lawsuits 
in America, and there are too 
many lawsuits filed against doc- 
tors and htwpitals without merit." 
The president said the threat 
of lawsuits also drove up med- 
ical costs. "Sec, you can pretty 
well blackmail a devtor MOM* 
tlement if you continue to throw 
lawsuit after lawsuit." One trial 
lawyer who wants Bush's job 
challenged his diagnosis 
"The truth is the insurance 
industry has done poorly in 
the market and is simply pass- 
ing those costs on to doctors 
and patients," said Sen. )ohn 
Edwards, D-N.C, who became 
a millionaire as a personal- 
injury trial lawyer Fdwards is 
seeking the 2004 Democratic 
nomination for president. 
He accused Bush of "once 
again standing with his insul-1 
friends in the insurance industry 
and standing against seriously 
injured children and families." 
Insurers have joined doc- 
tors' calls for changing the lia- 
*e BUSH sage 4 
U.N. inspectors find 11 empty 
chemical warheads in Iraq 
Bi RON HI II HI MIS 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
United   Nattona Inapectore 
reported finding 11 empty ihini 
Icu-vretpora whlttlM in Iraq 
Thursday, e,i\ inn PraatdeiH Bush 
some nrvumst.inti.il evidence to 
makeacaattewac 
VS. officials reacted with 
IHlllllll. saying they needed 
more information to judge the 
signitii.uve of the find. 
Independent experts ae.nwi th.it 
the weapons cache could be 
incriminating, but not the 
"smoking gun" that Bush has 
been seeking to build interna- 
tional support tor military action 
"It's not a smoking gun. but 
it's a whiff of cordite.' laid '"' 
mer weapons bw 
lonutlun Tuckei, Referring to in 
fKploahv powder th.it is usi\1 in 
artillery shells. 
' In itself, it's not all that sig- 
nificant, but the fact that they 
have found something tangible 
is pmmising." 
White House aides s.ii.i 
Bush would withhold com- 
ment until American offldab 
got more information from the 
U.N. inspectors 
It s not dmi what elicit, il 
any. the diecoveiy will haw on 
the administration's march 
toward a possible war with Iraq. 
It could be seen as evidence that 
war is necessary because 
Baghdad is lying about its 
weapons programs, but it also 
could buttress the argument 
that the UN. inspections are 
bearing fruit and should be 
given more time. 
A U.N. inspection team arid 
in .i statement thai il bund the 
122 mm wait—rll .it I complex 
-66- 
It's not a smoking 
gun, but it's a 
whiff of cordite. 
—Jonathan Tucker 
former WDM MBaCM 
95 
of hunkers about 75 miles south 
ot Baghdad. The inspectors said 
the warheads wan to excellent 
condition. They collected sam- 
ples for chemical testing, and 
also planned to evaluate a 12th 
warhead discovered at the same 
site as it was unclear whether 
that one also was intended for 
> hatnkal weapons. 
The statement gave no indi- 
cation that the warheads were 
ready to use with chemical 
weapons. Iraq used similar 
warheads to deliver toxic sarin 
g.is .hiring its war with Iran to 
the 1980* 
An Iraqi spokesman said the 
wafheadfl were out-of-date cas- 
ings for conventional explosives. 
Il is neither chemical (nor) 
biological," Iraqi Gen Huss.nn 
Mohammad Amin said in 
Baghdad. "It is expired rockets. 
we're torgolten. without 
am intention to use them. They 
were expired 10 years ago." 
1 le said Iraq had revealed 
the warheads in its lengthy dis- 
tal B1JX. page 4 
MAIIMaN Rl CititllHl .A*'C.im/»e 
-.    ■ -    - -    - . . TU,.„H.-IV to focus on the Increasing problem of skyrocketing mad- 
Cheat com offers pricey, unethi- 
cal quick-fix for college students 
BY BKIAN KATES 
New York Daily News 
In numbers growing by tlw 
thousands, college students h.ive 
found a quick-fix cure for their 
academic headaches on the 
Internet In the wondertul world 
of Web sites, KOISB ot onhnt 
companies aa eager and able to 
pmvide slackers with whatevei 
they need   - tor a pno 
Plagiarism has become Ng 
business 
At mc»st schools, pUglafiflCfl 
otherwise known H >opving, 
fitting, cribbing or. as one wit 
once put it, "steeling > ode on 
someone else's train ot thought" 
— can rvMilt in anything trom 
an F: to suspension 
Hut high prices ami tender 
ic risks arv a minor incomen 
iencc to manv students 
It s ,ill so easy. |ust log on 
and pull out your cntdH card 
Whatever you netd is yours 
In i keystroke. 
EsaatfindcTxomboasts of King 
"highly capable ot writing an 
essay ior YOU on ANY topic by 
ANY date you specify Need to 
read 10 pages on advanced Ihe. 
modynamicsby Thursday night' 
It's our job to get It to you 
The   cost   ot   Mich   custom 
research Is $29.95 pa page, with 
a minimum of five pages. 
lust before winter break  .1 
u -old     sophomore    al 
Brooklyn ( ullage told th 
York Deify Vis 9 ih had 1 ribbed 
"at  least  thrae  papers   tins 
-vmestei 
"There's I  whole ring of 
people here, and von know 
who   you   can   g'1'   papers 
from," said  the student   who 
tould face suspension n she 
gave   her   name    "YOU   C.   ■ 
always gel papers In the core 
classes like English, history 
and political science." 
lust .isk \n k Summers 
The  Columbia   Universitv 
sophomore.  | solid   H student, 
Bald    he    recently    submitted 
evci v term paper he's ever writ- 
ten to Graaaotwrxoni, which 
pays $25 for each one accepted. 
"I do all my own work, 
Summers insisted   'But I'm not 
bothered   that   Other  students 
probably will plagiarize fn>m 
my papers. I guess you could 
Bay   1   have   generally   loos*' 
ethics about it, but ... I've had a 
lifetime  of e-mailing  home- 
work and downloading music 
Snd movies." 
Hut in the end, as former State 
University of New York training 
center 1 heel 1 estte Mayvilk* (now 
with Tutwltit.iow) put it: "It all 
conns down to tin- integrity of 
theindi\ idual Student " 
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Protesters march for cause despite subzero temps 
MOTUIUS, <•<"» ptgt i 
c MB rht police estimated the 
CKnvd M/I' men' than 40X100, 
but Rich.ird Becker, a march 
muurixu with Ad Mow to Stop 
War and End Racism, said the 
number m I lui I to 2(*),000. 
Becks iMrfbuted the turnout 
to "a gnnving disenchantment 
with the Bush administration 
(and) an urgent situation. 
baCMM Ian. 27 o>uld he a dead- 
line for war." A preliminary 
report hy L'.V arms inspectors 
in Iraq is due that date 
I m-ironmentalists conduct- 
ed a separate march ot an esti- 
mated 5,000 people, plus 100 
electric and hybn.i vandal to 
underscore the view that anv 
war on Iraq would be a play for 
control over Middle East oil 
Marc Scruggs, a retired 
property manager, said he 
hoped the demonstrations 
would help "push all the alter- 
natives to gel u- oft the big oil 
addiction we hive 
Scuggs said he became an 
ai ti\ ist aftei leaJna the horrors 
of war tir~l hand as a soldier in 
What I'm saying to you, 
Mr. Bush, is we don 'i 
want these sins visited 
upon the heads of 
our children. 
— Jessica Lange 
Acadcim Award-winning aclrcvs 
Vietnam. "It's extremely 
important for the people who 
believe that war is wrong to see 
how many other people are 
prepared to come out and say 
it," he said. 
In Washington. Academy 
Award-winning actress Jessica 
Lange argued that the adminis- 
tration is planning "an immoral 
war," adding, "What I'm saying 
to you, Mr. Bush, is we don't 
want these sins visited upon the 
heads of our children." 
In an interview before her 
speech, Lange, whose first 
brush with political activism 
came during the 1968 presid.n 
rial run of Democrat Eugene 
McCarthy, said she came to 
Washington out of an obligation 
to dissent 
It seems to me that if you 
have the opportunity to say 
something, to speak out, you 
really have to seize upon those 
moments," Lange said. "Because 
1 think to some degree we've 
(Americans) been silenced. 
Anybody who dares to speak 
out or act against, is immediately 
dismissed or marginalized, or 
demonized And it's all under 
the guise of patriotism 
The protesters awoke 
Saturday to Washington's cold- 
est morning in more than two 
years. By 11 a.m., the skies were 
bright and the temperature was 
about 20 degrees. Bottles of 
water sat unused; they NCR 
frozen solid 
As a circle of protesters 
locked arms and softly chanted 
peace slogans, 25-year-old Ben 
Link, a software engineer, 
pushed his bundled 10-month- 
old daughter, Jocelyn, toward 
the Mall. "The more we can get 
out here, the better," link said. 
A mother, Marushka 
Walters, 46, said she made the 
eight-hour drive from I ranklin, 
Mass., because of her son. "To 
put it simply: My son is 17 and 
he'll Iv 18 in ,i few months. He 
wants to enlist I don't think his 
life is worth this war 
A sister, 50-year-old 
Barbara Nelson, said she was 
motivated to make the bus trip 
from New York City, in part. 
because of her brother. "I lived 
through the Vietnam era. My 
brother fought in that war — 
and he didn't come back the 
same way he went," said 
Nelson, a nurse and an organ- 
izer for the Service Employees 
International Union. 
Charles Churchman, of 
Harrisonburg, wore a "Veterans 
for Peace" button in his hat. 
Churchman, 73, the son of a 
wounded World War I veteran 
and a Korean War veteran him- 
s<lt said, "I've never been an 
absolute pacifist, but I know 
there must be a better way." 
RACHELLE LACROIX/ph,!,, «to„ 
Anti-war protester* march on the National Mall In Washington, 
D.C. Saturday. Over 200,000 people attended the rally. 
Bush urges medical 
insurance reform 
BVSH.fmm page 1 
bility system. Rodger S. Lawson. 
president ol tile Alliance of 
American Insuivr-.. caBad Bush's 
plan ",i gold Map forward (n Un- 
American health-can- system and 
the American economy." 
I .ist Mil. legislation propos- 
ing a $250,000 cap on dHmigai 
for pain and suffering in mal- 
practice cases passed the House 
of Repn-sent.itivrs hut died in 
the I Vino, i.it-liii Senate. 
The president praised that 
legislation Thursday, calling 
on Congress to take up the 
issue again. This time, Bush 
has a key ally in Senate 
Republican leader Bill Frist, 
himself a physician 
Blix scheduled to deliver report Monday 
BUX.fmmpagr3 
. losuiv statement to the United 
Nations. Under the terms of the 
U.N. resolution that launched 
the latest round of weapons 
inspections, Iraq's failure to dis- 
close such weapons could be ,i 
cause for war. 
Tucker disputed Iraq sexpla- 
nation, saying chemical war- 
heads have a different design 
from conventional warheads, 
hut he said the discovery wasn't 
ne.irlv as significant .is tinding 
warheads filled with chemicals 
Iraq can explain its way out 
of this particular box by saying 
they were overlooked, by say- 
ing they were expired," he said. 
Bush agreed to support the 
U.N. inspection effort last year 
at the insistence of France, 
Germany and a host of other 
countries that wanted to avoid a 
military showdown in the 
i Cajlf 
Hans Blix, the chief weapons 
^ffflTk^fl 
inspector, is scheduled to deliv- 
er an extensive report Jan. 27 on 
the search for chemical, nuclear 
and biological weapons in Iraq. 
Bush administration offi- 
cials are split over whether to 
resume pushing for war after 
that report or give the inspec- 
tor more time. 
"Our government's position is 
that Iraq's cooperation has been 
sorely lacking," Ambassador 
John Negroponte, the US. repre- 
sentative .it the United Natkms, 
said Thursday. "Well have to 
wait and see until Jan. 27, and 
then well take it from there." 
Bush again signaled his 
impatience, telling 
Pennsylvania audience that 
time is running out" for Iraqi 
leader Saddam Hussein. "So 
far, the evidence hasn't been 
very good that he is disarm- 
ing," the president told a 
crowd in Scranton before the 




The Offices of 
International Programs 
are MOVING! 
Study Abroad and 
International Internship 
Programs are now located »t 
1077 South Main Street: 
(Jackie Ctccone, Judy Cohen. 
Bethany Oberst, Donna Marie 





International Student and 
Faculty Services will be 
moving to Cleveland Hall 
throughout January: 






January 21st, 22nd and 23rd 
Enter a drawing to win h new DVD PLAYER! 
Now accepting applications. 
Fall 2003 
for 4-bedroom apartments . 
iOt-M MJUtMG 
1191 Devon Lane 
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Events highlight King's life 
' n m.fimpQH 
and America today is a legacy 
of his work. Bui much 
remain to be done in our 
country and around the 
world How will you advance 
Dr. King's legacy? 
II is easy to Hap forward 
and march when thcworl.l li 
watching, but what's truly 
important is how we live our 
UVM when the world isn't 
watching. That is how we 
leave our true marking on 
the world." 
A number of other partici- 
pants spoke. Including 
Joanne Gabbin, English pro- 
Icssor and director of the 
Honors    Program.    Gabbin 
said. "Dr. King taught us a 
lot. He taught me, personally, 
two lessons above all else. 
First, we must be ever pre- 
pared He didn't know he 
was going to be thrust into 
the limelight, but he prepared 
himself with education and 
faith for when his time did 
come I challenge you all to 
prepare yourself for whatever 
might occur to you. 
"Secondly, Dr. King was a 
spokesman for peace in the 
world. As we face a year in 
which we might have to deal 
with the prospect of war, let 
us remember that he stood 
for peace." 
Senior   Gatrina   Sims,   ,i 
-4<  
As we face... the 
prospect of war, let us 
remember that he stood 
for peace. 
— Joanne Gabbin 
director. Honors Program 
•• 
member of Women of Color, 
said, "This is such a beautiful 
thing. It doesn't matter the 
amount     of    people    that 
attend. It just matters that 
the people here want to 
make ■ difference.' 
Senior Rachelle 
Thompson, historian of BSA, 
explained why events like the 
march, put on by BSA and 
Other organizations, impact 
the JMU community. "This is 
making a campus impact 
because it shows how all cul- 
tures and walks of life can 
come together.'' 
I.liv Wang, assist.mt 
director of international pro- 
grams for CMISS, said the 
purpose of the weekend's 
events was to bring everyone 
together. "We fought so hard 
to  have  a  day  of remem- 
branct for MLK, and we have 
to remember to keep this day 
special. We also have to 
remember why we have the 
holiday," Wanj; said 
In addition to Thursday's 
march and speak out, which 
kicked off MLK Celebration 
2003, many campus evantl 
have honored King. Friday 
night an open mic night was 
held in TDU. Saturday night 
the movie "Boycott" was 
shown in the College Center. 
Sunday morning Delta 
Sigma Theta sponsored a 
worship service in Taylor 
Hall. And last night colum- 
nist |ulianne Malveaux 
spoke in Wilson Hall. 
The Breeze 
is looking 
for a leader 
To apply to be the 
next Breeze editor 
in chief, submit a 
cover letter, resume 
and clips to: 
Jeanine Gajewski 









CONTEST, from page 1 
Kenneth Wright, assistant pro- 
fessor. 
The contest is being spon- 
sored by the CoUege of Arts & 
Letters and the writing program. 
Entry forms to accompany sub- 
missions and complete contest 
nik* aa> available at informatHm 
desks in Warren Hall. Taylor Hall 
and the College C inter 
For more information 
about the contest, contact 
Martin at xS-7981 or marliljm. 
For details about cash awards, 
eligibility and entry forms, e,o 
to web.jmu.edu/wiitnig or 
cal.jmu.edu/wrigh2kr/Holil/Mai 
n.hlm. 
Astronomy professor discusses 
Jupiter, Saturn, constellations 
ASTRONOMY', from page / 
rings, but rarely the actual 
planet," Alexander said, 
adding that Saturn is 100 
times the mass of Earth and a 
third of the mass of Jupiter. It 
is also a gaseous planet and 
takes about 30 years to orbit 
the Sun. 
Alexander said Saturn's 
rings are made of mostly fist- 
sized particles orbiting the 
planet in ringlets There are 
moons embedded in the rings 
causing the ringlets to be 
thinner in some areas. Saturn 
also has moons outside ot its 
rings, and the moon Titan is 
the largest of the moons in 
our solar system, according 
to Alexander. 
Alexander also discussed 
the constellations in the win- 
ter sky, noting that all stars 
are part of a constellation 
although most are not 
important to them. The Big 
64 
/ wish that the sky was 
more clear. We couldn't 
focus on anything 
other than the moon 
because there were too 
many clouds. 
— Christie Rummers 
freshman 
— 9V 
Dipper is actually part of the 
larger constellation. Ursala 
Major. He mentioned that 
the Chinese do not see the 
group of seven stars as a 
dipper, but rather as a casket 
with three mourners follow- 
ing behind. 
Alexander said Sirius, 
also known as the Dog Star 
because it is found in the 
Canus Major constellation, is 
the brightest star in our solar 
system. Bcetlejuice — an 
orange star found in Orion's 
arm — Procyon and Sirius 
make up the Winter 
Triangle. This triangle is 
used to find other constella- 
tions. By learning about a 
few key stars, Alexander 
said it becomes easier to 
locate the many constella- 
tions in the sky. 
After learning about the 
constellations and planets. 
Alexander set up a telescope 
on the Quad to view Jupiter 
and the moon. Freshman 
Christie Kummers said, "1 
wish that the sky was more 
clear. We couldn't focus on 
anything other than the 




Mandatory news writers meeting 
WHEN: Thursday. Jan. 23 
6:30 p.m. 
WHERE The Breeze office 
Basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall 
WHO: All news writers, old and new 
"If you cannot attend or have questions, 
please contact Kyra via e-mail: papatikc. or 
phone: X8-6699" 




UP TO $15,000 PER YEAR 
U.S. AIR FORCE 
R-O-T'C 
www.virginia.edu/~afrotc/ 
1 st Lt George Torres 
et4w@virginia.edu 
(434) 924-6833 
Program is in cooperation with 
Univ of Virgina AFROTC Det 890       ^^ 
Conference Assistant 
...A Real Experience 
ents 
Do You Have What It Takes? 
Qualifications... 
• Excellent Customer Service 
• Multi-Tasking and Time Management Skills 
• Team Oriented 
Expectations... 
Available to Work May 12* - Aug. 15, 2003 
Attend April Training Sessions 
Work in a Fast Paced, Office Environment 
Serve as Primary Contact to Camps and Conferences 
Be Able to Work Nights, Weekends, and Overnight Shifts 
Results... 
Great Salary: $5000!!! 
Great Friends!!! 
Great Experience!!! 
Info Sessions: 2/12(6 3pm, 2/1 Va 5pm 
In Taylbr 405 
Applications arc Available in E&C Office, Taylor 233 
Must be Returned by 5pm Friday, February 21nd 
Please Contact Joyce Lee. 568-2328 or leejafa)jmu.edu 
tferences 
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THURSDAY 
at the college center 
Live MUSiC from 11pm - 12:30am 
inn IIIIIII  ■■ 
for more Information, contact Joah Earley at x87824 or viait our brand new website at 
http://upb.jmu.adu.  OR atop by the office In Taylor 2031 
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An idea for a program like this 
shows a concern for the welfare 
of others ... 
see house editorial, below 
You all are harder to figure out than a 
Dennis Miller analogy written in Thai. 
DEAN CAMP 
freshman 
see column, page 11 
HOUSE     EDITORIAL 
New SGA proposal could provide safer Saturday nights 
y\ 
Darts 
Dans & Pats art submitted anonymously 
and printed on a spoce-availabU basis. 
Submissions an* based upon one person s 
njimiim iif a xiven situation, person or event 
and do not necessarily reflect the truth. Pats 
E-mail dans and pals 10 brcMedpehocmiil.com 
Pat... Dart... 
A "thanks-for-showing-me-that-chival- 
ry-is-not-dead" pal to the two guys who 
pushed my car out of a ditch Tuesday night 
in the snow. 
From a senior girl who definitely would 
have sat in that ditch for hours if it hadn't 
been for you. 
A "You-are-a-really-strange-person-so- 
go-get-some-help" dart to whoever snuck 
into my dorm room and stuck a tack right 
into yours truely in the family picture that is 
on my bulletin board. 
From a weirded-out art major gal who is going to 
make sure she keeps the door locked every time nature 
calls from now on. 
Dart... Pat... 
A "cross-the-street" dart to the numerous 
]MU students who continue to walk along 
the construction fence behind the HHS 
building when there is a perfectly good side- 
walk on the other side. 
From a driver who is lirvd of haling lo swerve 
around you idiots who are walking illegally in a 
potentially dangerous area. 
A "thanks-so-much-for-being-honest-and- 
retumingmy-lost-crediKard" pat to the person 
with a great heart. 
From a rushed and disorganized juniorwho is glad 
there still are respectable and honest people like you 
out in the world helving out clumsy people like Iter. 
Pat. Dart... 
A "you-have-beautiful-eyebrows" pat to 
the guy sitting alone in D-hall Sunday for 
nuking dinner a pleasant experience. 
From the crazy-haired freshman in the 
green sweater who can't stop smiling even 
with "" fur 9tudk$, 
A "get-a-scooter" dart to my roommate who 
copped an attitude with me for walking too fast 
even though it was 15 degrees outside. 
Sent in by a senior wlio can't help that she has legs 
of normal length and thinks maybe you should invest 
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Flip De Luca 
Alan NeckowiU 
"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, 
the world is indebted for all the triumphs which 
have been gained by 
n-ason atui humanity over error and oppression." 
— fames Madison 
EDITORIAL  POLICY 
The house editorial relict* the opinion 01 the editorial 
hoard ai a whole, JIVI IS Ml nccusanly the opinion of any 
individual statl member of The brttte 
Editorial Board: 
Jeanine Gawjeskl Editor 
Travis Clingrnpeel Managing Editor 
Jessica Haneburv Opinion Educe 
Utters to the editor tltould he rto more than 500 words, 
column* should he no more than 1000 word*, and both 
will he published on a space available ham. They must be 
delivered to The Brtere by noon Tuesday oe 5 p m Fnd.iv 
The Brew reserves the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinion* In thu teuton do not necessarily reflect 
ihr opinion i4 the newspaper, rhis watt, or James 
Madison University 
At a school where many of 
the weekend's social activities 
occur at the various apartment 
complexes and off-campus 
houses, it's not a surprise to see 
many huddled groups of people 
walking from complex to com- 
plex, many times under the 
influence of alcohol. More 
unfortunately, too many times 
students hear of people driving 
while under the influence, put- 
ting themselves, and everyone 
ielse on the roads, at risk. 
Fortunately, an SGA officer has 
proposed a possible solution to 
the safety hazard. 
According to the Jan. 16 issue 
of The Breeze, "senior Lyndsey 
Walther-Thomas, SGA vice- 
president of student affairs, pre- 
sented her proposal for JMU to 
provide drunk party-goers with 
rides home on weekends." 
The program would be mod- 
eled after a successful program 
at Texas A&M University — a 
student-run program based on 
donations called Carpool. Plans 
for JMU's version would require 
volunteers to give up two nights 
per month to drive students to 
and from parties. 
At the meeting, Walther- 
Thomas succeeded in gaining 40 
volunteers to sign up for the ini- 
tial committee. 
The program is not intended 
to  make breaking  laws like 
underage drinking and driving 
under the influence OK. The 
purpose is a noble one — to give 
up a night or two to make the 
roads safer for fellow students. 
We cannot be proud that 
certain students decide to drive 
after consuming alcohol, but it 
is important for those who 
haven't learned or have chosen 
not to abide by their knowl- 
edge to be prevented from 
harming others. 
An idea for a program like 
this shows a concern for the wel- 
fare of others that Is an intrinsic 
and necessary part of our cam- 
pus culture. It is disappointing 
that we still hear incidents of 
drunk driving. Something does 
need to be done. 
The next step actually is tak- 
ing advantage of a service like 
this. It's questionable whether 
the same people that have made 
the poor decision to drive drunk 
in the past will make the sensi- 
ble decision to take advantage 
of what this program would 
have to offer. We can only hope 
that the chance at a free safe ride 
would encourage a change. 
If the SGA decides to contin- 
ue with this program idea, it cer- 
tainly could expect to gain the 
respect of those who may con- 
sider some of its current activi- 
ties not as beneficial to the JMU 
community as a whole. 
They're Mrs. Potato 
Heads — everything 
is tentative. 
DEAN CAMP 
BETWEEN THE LINES 
Girls get special 
primping perks 
Girls, I give up trying to fig- 
ure you all out. I give up trying 
to figure out what I did or did 
not do, trying to figure out 
how or how not I did or how 
ildid not do whatever I did 
whether how I did what I may 
or may not have done was 
wrong or right, romantic or 
rude. You all are harder to fig- 
ure out than a Dennis Miller 
analogy written in Thai. 
Guys are simple. We focus 
only on what is needed to get 
by. Even most single-celled 
amoebas share the same basic 
drives as us: sex, food, sleep 
and the occasional talcum pow- 
der rubdown. However, you 
girls live in an entirely separate 
dimension of clothes, color 
coordination, makeup and mys- 
tique. This barrier to effective 
communication is only aggra- 
vated by the misconception that 
guys actually have any working 
knowledge of this female 
underworld at all. This is a hor- 
rible rumor so let me clear it up 
tor the boys. 
Girls can come up with 
approximately 24 different pos- 
sible meanings for a comment 
that some guy haphazardly 
uttered in passing. The com- 
ment "Hey what's up" means, 
to the average guy, "Hey what is 
up?" To a girl, depending on 
things like tone, volume and 
pitch, this simple statement can 
be interpreted as any or all of 
the following: "Hi, I would like 
to get to know you better," "You 
aren't quite my type," "I'm a 
Cubs fan" or even "I have a 
severe allergic reaction to stadi- 
um seating." In fact, some of my 
male readers are probably just 
now discovering that they've 
been walking around all their 
lives telling every girl they've 
ever met that they have an aller- 
gic reaction to stadium seating. 
Gals, you wanna know how 
men actually perceive your 
world of undertones and hid- 
den meanings? I lave you ever 
seen "The Matrix?" All we're 
seeing is Is and 0s. 
When you consider this, cou- 
pled with the fact that men are 
generally fairly aesthetically 
atrocious, it's a wonder that 
people ever manage to fall in 
love at all. I truly can't fathom 
what you find attractive about 
us. Whatever's wrong with you, 
it can't be healthy. Compared to 
you all, we look like a bunch of 
hairy, sweaty, thick-browed, 
knuckle draggers. This is never 
more evident than in wedding 
pictures. There's always the 
glimmering, breathtakingly 
beautiful bride, arms linked to 
some tuxedoed chimp who 
looks like he should be banging 
symbols together and begging 
for change. This is why the wed- 
ding veil actually was invented 
We just needed a way to hide 
how much more attractive the 
bride was, and a paper bag was 
much too conspicuous. 
To be fair, this is not com- 
pletely our fault. Girls have an 
edge. They constantly lay on 
makeup to emphasize certain 
features and hide the less attrac- 
tive ones. They can cover up any 
ugly blemishes. They change 
their complexion with tanning 
beds, their eye color with con- 
tacts and their hair color with 
dye. They can even wear cer- 
tain bras to make their breasts 
look bigger (the closest thing 
guys have to Wonderbras are 
those novelty shirts with the 
muscles drawn on them). So 
basically, they can change any- 
thing they don't like about 
themselves. They're Mrs. Potato 
Heads — everything is tenta- 
tive. If they don't like their eye- 
brows, they pluck 'em right off. 
Their lips aren't full enough, 
see ISSUES, page 8 
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"Pizza. Life has its ups 
and downs but 
ultimately, everyone 
comes back to pizza." 
Dan Bowman 
assl. sports editor 
"My life is like a la, 
out Happy Meal 
because I am always 
on the go and I'm fun, 




"A chicken dinner. 
I'm a breast and 
thigh gal, myself." 
"Broccoli 
picture)." 
{refer   to 





Topic: What meal is like your life and why? 
FROM THE WIRE MATT SUSSMAN 
Reality Television nothing but oxymoron 
Webster's Dictionary defines 
"oxymoron" as "a name you 
called somebody in fourth 
grade right after English class, 
when you discovered a word 
that contained the word 
'moron.'" Once that got old, it 
simply meant, "a phrase that 
contradicted itself." Some of my 
favorites are "military intelli- 
gence," "pretty ugly" and "rap 
music." One of my least 
favorites is "reality TV," namely 
because I don't care to watch it, 
.ilthough I end up watching it 
due to peer pressure, as my 
friends love it for some reason. 
Reality TV is more of a mis- 
nomer than an oxymoron. What 
they want you to think is that 
reality television is based upon 
real people with real emotions. 
This whole reality TV 
carousel        started with 
"Survivor," a show where con- 
testants would compete for a 
million dollars by earing the 
most worms. It was a great idea, 
and several people watched it. I 
did enjoy the challenges, main- 
ly because it reminded me of 
"Super Sloppy Double Dare" 
for adults. 
What really disinterested 
me, which later became the crux 
of reality television, were the 24- 
hour cameras. If a contestant 
broke down and cried, or start- 
ed chewing out his or her com- 
petition, it would be caught on 
tape, edited to the producers 
whims and sold as a cheap sub- 
stitute for a well-written script. 
After "Survivor," only every 
other channel wanted their ver- 
sion of reality TV. To name 
every show would take up the 
entire Opinion section. What's 
worse are the so-called dating 
shows, like "Elimidate" and 
"Dismissed." This is where tele- 
vision de-evolved. It became so 
bad, that the prize was no 
longer one million clams, but 
merely "each other." 
To top it off, the people on 
these shows are generally 
white trash (or trash of any 
other race, I'm not being selec- 
tive) and most likely break up 
two weeks after the show. By 
the way, if 1 offended you by 
calling them white trash, I'll 
tone it down. People who go 
on these shows are nothing but 
big, stupid oxymorons. 
People say that they watch 
these shows to "make fun of the 
people on them." Now why 
would you do that? Why would 
anyone give two licks about 
some schmuck they have never 
met, nor will ever meet? I've got 
too many friends to make fun of 
around here. If you know me, 
and you know my friends, you'll 
understand from where I'm 
coming. Once 1 sufficiently tease 
my buddies on campus, then 
maybe I'll considering tackling 
the individuals I don't know. 
Do you know what type of 
television I enjoy? Reality TV's 
humble predecessor, the game 
show. Like "Survivor," they 
have real people and a host. 
There is also a cash prize. 
Thankfully, unlike "Survivor," 
"American Idol" and "The 
Mole," the contestants keep 
their emotions to themselves. 
That's the kicker I don't know 
these people, and I could care 
less how the losers react 
Imagine watching the "Price 
is Right," and the old lady with 
the funny name starts ranting 
because she didn't correctly 
guess the price of the dinette 
set. 'Those dining sets aren't 
that expensive," she might 
angrily say, "1 don't even need a 
dining table. They didn't want 
me to have it. They just wanted 
to give that attractive co-ed the 
trip to Cancun. I trusted her and 
she stabbed me in the back." 
There isn't a cure for reality TV. 
Not with the networks continu- 
ing to churn out everything 
from "Boot Camp" to 
"Bachelorettes in Alaska." FOX 
even took it a step further, with 
lluir new treat, "Joe 
Millionaire." 
Apparently they have run 
out of good ideas, so now they 
have just decided to lie to the 
contestants. Maybe you just 
need some suggestions of simi- 
lar shows where the contestants 
aren't grilled off-stage. How 
.ibout "American Gladiators?" 
The reruns of those are always 
fun to watch, especially because 
they involve NFI. legend Larry 
Csonka. Another one is "Iron 
Chef," found on the Food 
Network, where two Chinese 
chefs have a cook-off. There are 
no oxymorons backstage pour- 
ing their hearts out. It's simply 
good, old-fashioned and unath- 
lebc competition. And remem- 
ber to help control the pet pop- 
ulation. Have your pets spayed 
or neutered. 
Matt Sussman is a columnist 
for The BG News of Bowling 
Green State Unwersitu. 
Girls' advantages 
GIRL, from page 7 
they put a bigger pair on with 
some lipstick. That unsightly, 
bushy mustache? Just bleach it. 
Men, on the other hand, are 
stuck with whatever hideous, 
bulbous mug we were born 
with. We're the old, gnarled G.I. 
Joe in every kid's collection that 
got left out in the rain and run 
over by the car. 
However, ladies, don't let all 
these advantages go to your 
head. I've noticed that many of 
my female friends have and, as 
a result, developed a complex 
in which they truly believe they 
have some deep, transcenden- 
tal relationship with clothing 
that borders on religion. When 
shopping you'll hear them say 
things like "If I go in that store, 
I'll have to buy something" or 
"Oh, there's only one left in my 
size, it was meant to be." As if 
Expressis, the god of superflare 
low-cut jeans, is gonna be 
pissed with you if you don't. 
"Oh that peasant top and her 
look so beautiful together. I 
think I feel a tear dribbling 
down to my quivering lip. 
What? She didn't buy it? That's 
it she's never getting another 
free trial of lip gloss in the mail 
as long as she lives." 
To add to this advantage, 
it's very accepted and even 
encouraged that women bor- 
row clothing from each other. 
Guys, on the other hand, never 
have more shirts than days of 
the week, and it's usually four 
he's had since he learned cur- 
sive. Guys will only borrow 
clothing from a friend if it's 
necessary. 
"Hey rx.m 
"Good morning Adam. Why 
aren't you wearing clothes?" 
"Aboutth.it 
And even then the circum- 
stance may not be dire enough. 
The conversation usually con- 
tinues. 
"I'm not sure where my 
clothes are, I must have traded 
them for this cool decoder ring. 
Could I borrow sonw pants?'' 
"What about that inner tube 
you have in your room?" 
"Good call." 
However, ladies, just 
because I've pointed out the 
perks of being female, it does 
not mean that you all are irre- 
placeable. You must always 
keep in mind that it is. m hut. 
perfectly acceptable for guys to 
borrow porn from one another. 
Dean Camp is a freshman pre- 
SMAD major. 
Darts: the politically correct way to say I hate you. 
send 'em to breezedp@hotmail.com 
' for more information please visit www.jmu.edu/recreation or call ~mg 








WITHOUT A SiWOE VICTORY. 
COACH STROM HARDBRICKE* 
CITED 8SUS »*U POLICY 
REGARDING ASSAULT + 8ATTESY 
AS THE CAUSE OF THEIR A«YJM»L 
PERFORMANCE. 
Seth Casana 
THE   POLICV CLEARLY STATES 
THAT ANV CASE OF PHYSICAL 
ASSAULT   WILL   RESULT 
I^JN AM  EXPULSlOM. 
I HAP  TO TRL  MV goVS NOT 
TO BEAT THE ffTHER TEACl 
JUST   TO   KEEP THE>J 
ItvJ   SCHOOL! J 
Toes Jenni Stilwell 
W Qfft(£ OF H^wce life aftrttt Vit 
AMUflt* Of WVCHIC5 TO 6A/5VUC W Jf*f 
,.tewv 
^■^^^^■l^H 
it could be funnier than nat SKmamei? 
feeze? contact 
arprn@jmu.edu. 
Think you may be 
pregnant? 
HARRISONBURG 
Lpxzqnancu    dzntzx 
free and confidential pregnancy tests 
Call 434-7528 
X sMLAsA, %^%6M)l4AJL 
$2 off min purchase of $1 5. 
Just Show JAC card or 
bring this coupon 
exp 11/30/02 
Tusru ♦ Sufo ♦ Chicken 
fork * ■Jiamburyers 
♦ tfouse Specialties 
*'Dcliaous qormet pizza 
♦ Largest CauotU fr Stronwoti in Town 
♦ frivate room for business meetings with a 50" TV 
Take Out Available 
Open 7 days a week 
433-1113 ...Because /ta/y is too far to drive 
■ 
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HOROSCOPES 
Daily rating: 10 is (he easiest day, 0 the most challenging. 
Today's Birthday (Jan. 21). Don't let friends talk you out of your savings this year. A risky proposition 
takes a long time to show a profit _ and there's a chance in never will. Stick with the tried and true, no 
matter how great the temptation to gamble. 
CROSSWORD 
Aries March 21-April 19 
M     Today is an 8 - Focus on your work and try 
J^^^ to block out distractions Th.it s the onl) 
J^f way you'll come anywhere close to the per- 
fection you're after. Make the effort. 
Taurus April 20-May 20 
_ I   Today is a 6 - A disagreement about 
tJ|A^| finances could cause domestic unrest, but 
&W Itfl a temporary condition. That goes for 
both the financial stress and the domestic. 
Gemini May 21-June 21 
Today is a 7 - Although the pressure 
1 you've been under is easing, you may 
notice you're exhausted. You didn't have 
• time to fall apart before. Allow yourself 
that luxury, in private. 
m 
Cancer June 22-July 22 
Today is a 7 - The pace has been fast lately, 
and it isn't slowing down. All the more 
I NMOfl to take a few moments to plan your 
day and week. Miss details and you lose. 
Leo July 23-Aug 22 
Today is a 6 - You may be catching flak 
^^^J from people you thought were on your 
^ML side. The benefits of a recent endeavor are 
spread thin when divided among many. 
Advise patience and persistence 
Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
*. tj. Today is a 5 - You're not exactly getting 100 
•Vyin percent agreement It's more like you're 
A\\ insisting on .i realistic approach while nth 
^Htv ers are foolish idealists. Keep at it. They'll 
thank you later. 
Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22 
y Today is a 7 - You're liable to run into a nest 
A|A of forgotten details soon. These are squiggly 
■^P little nits that can't be left again „ they'll 
only make your life more uncomfortable. 
Clean them up. 
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
«- j Today is a 6 - A person who says you don't 
have enough money isn't necessarily your 
enemy. One who says he can gel it for you 
isn't necessarily your friend. Hold off on a 
big purchase. 
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
Tod.iv is a 6 - Expect to take a few hits and 
A^j receive some biting criticism. You can hold 
A|K your own, but you'll encounter resistance 
*        when venturing into new territory. Show 
you're tough enough. 
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Today is a 6 - You can get a message 
^W      through if you're delayed. Work and other 
m££r obligations make travel difficult, and an 
*^"* agreement isn't forthcoming, either. 
Changes are under way, so be patient. 
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
m^L   Today is a 7 - Don't spend too much on a 
^P child or another loved one out of guilt. 
i^\ Change your ways instead. 
Pisces Feb. 19-March20 
Today is a 5 - Try not to argue with a per- 
*^^^ son who's on your side. If the two of you 
*%y work together, you can topple a formidable 
^^   adversary, or at least hold your own. 
—Tribune Media Services 
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Solutions to 
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ACROSS 
1 Ointment 
5 Lady's address 
9 Heavily fleshed 
14 Hand-cream 
additive 




18 Thompson of 
"Family" 
19 Donations 




25 Critic Rex 
26 Hive population 
27 Actress Myrna 





35 MX minus III 
36 Part 2 of quip 
40 GM make, for 
short 
41 "The Gold Bug" 
penner 
42 Sen. Kefauver 
43 chi ch'uan 
44 Highland boy 
45 Salton and 
Sargasso 
47 First felon 
49 1943 penny 
metal 
50 Herbal quaff 
53 End of quip 
56 "Goodbye, Mr. 
Chips" star 
57 Not pro 
58 Breach of 
security 
59 Lift the spirits 
of 
60 Bump into 
61 Clio or Erato 
62 Tied in bundles 
63 Small whirlpool 





3 Identify oneself 
to a computer 
4 List of program 
options 
5 Five iron 
6 Slackens 
7 Robert and Alan 
8 Nasty 
9 Century plant 
10 Slur over 




13 Positive reply 




26 Long scarves 
27 Illuminated 
29 Gin and tonic 
garnish 
30 Partiality 
31 Man from 
Aberdeen 
32 breve 
33 Having curative 
properties 
34 Ripen 
35 Army meal 
37 Bristol-Myers 
toothpaste 
38 Silent assent 
39 Humdinger 
44 Hoisted 
45 Used a strainer 
46 Being 
48 Colorful chal- 
cedony 
49 Divided into 
sectors 
50 Traffic snarl 
51 Obliterate 
52 Awry 
53 Gaucho's lariat 
54 Designate 
55 Shade trees 
56 Gal at the ball 
The Commons 
Open House 




Free Pizza and Refreshments 
Live Remote with Q101 




Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! 
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get 
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year! 
The Commons Stone Gate 




Monday - Friday 
8:30-7:00 
Saturday - Sunday 
12:00-4:00 
Focus 
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01THE Sheets 
Students have public forums to 
discuss private issues as college 
sex columnists kiss and tell 
Story by focus editor Lisa Marietta • Photo by photo editor Rachelle Lacroix 
Hot off the college press: 
► "Whatever happened to making 
out? That's what I want to Ian 
Here we are in a society that has so 
much aex, we're practically bored with 
it. and I can't get past the memory of 
my first kiss ... So here is my proposal 
to you. Let's start making out again. 
For crying out load, let's reclaim our 
butterflies and start over . . lef s slow 
it down and start enjoying what we're 
doing for what it is and not for what it 
could lead " 
-Baxa Worthington, "Sex m the Suburbs. 
"Sept. 9.2002. The Breeze, IMU 
► "Most of the sexually active popu- 
lation has mastered the act of putting 
on a condom, but there still seems to 
be confusion surrounding where to 
keep them, how to take them off and 
even when to use them." 
Amber Madison, "Between the Sheets "Nou 
8,2002, Tufts Daily, Tufts UnwersHy 
► "Women know within the first five 
minutes of meeting a man whether 
they are going to hook up with him or 
not. But... women don't want the guy 
to know hell be hooking up until he's 
actually doing H ... Post-hookup is 
when guys tend to get ambiguous. It's 
their payback. Don't they want to 
hook up again? Dunno. Do they want 
to date? Dunno. Are they straight? 
Dunno. Name? Dunno." 
-Natalie Krinsky, "Sex and the (Elm) 
Vim I. 2002, Yale Daily News, 
Yale University 
#- "It used to be 'wait until you're 
m.irried to have sex.' Then it was 
'wait until you're in love' Now it 
seems to be 'wait until middle 
school.' The average age for an 
American to lose his or her virginity 
is 15.8 (iKtwp.firoiiCTtl.0nj), which is 
one to two years younger than the 
average in meet European countries. 
That means for every 18-year-old 
American who decides that he or she 
is ready, a 13-year-old also is making 
that decision. Where did this come 
from? Why is sex already an issue for 
pre-pubescent little people'" 
-Becca Worthington "Sex in tHe Suburbs." 
Sept. 23,2002, The Breeze. IMU 
Newspaper reader* usually don 
And what hjippena In the Stdnnim to 
appear between the pages, but in college 
newspapers, sex columns have been repro- 
ducing all over the country. 
From "Sex in the Suburbs," The Breeze's sex column, to 
"Sex at the Beach," at California State University in Long 
Beach; from the "Sex on the Campus." at University of 
Kansas to "Sex at the Univer-City," at Boston College — 
what used to make students blush now makes them talk. 
Yesterday's Generation X has come of age and is trad- 
ing tips on Issues such as dating, fetishes, making out, 
chivalry, sexually transmitted diseases, faking orgasms 
and many other inexhaustible topics in a society that is 
becoming open to discussing sexuality. Whaf s even more 
surprising is that most of these columnists are females. 
"I guess it could be part of the whole sexual liberation, 
but that is kind of not cool anymore," said Becca 
Worthington ('02), creator of "Sex in the Suburbs." "It might 
have a lot to do with Sex and the City* and the popularity 
of that television show. It may be a dumb idea to think that, 
that one show made sex columns trendy, but sex setts." 
According to the HBO Web site wwwHBOam/city, 
the sitcom "Sex and the City" premiered in 1998. Since 
then, the show continues to generate a large audience 
that tunes in every Sunday to watch main character, 
Carrie Bradshaw, explore new topics in her column "Sex 
and the City" for her local New York City newspaper. 
"I really like 'Sex and the City' and suggested a spin 
oil of the title for my column to the editors of The Breeze," 
Worthington said. "I don't pretend that I am half as witty 
i  (.irne Bradshaw and I don't trv to be." 
— 66  
I feel like sex is very much still a new 
discovery for most people I know ...It's 
depressed me to realize how fascinated 
people are about sex, how fascinated I 
am about sex, regardless of whether or 
not I participate in it. 
■BtccaWorthiiiRton 
-» 2 
"Sex on Tuesday," at the University of California- 
Berkeley, also deemed its inspiration from "Sex and the 
City" and began a year earlier than "Sex in the Suburbs," 
which first appeared in TV Breeze In February 2002. Other 
campus columnists seem to draw their reasons for writ- 
ing about sex from other sources. 
"I write about sex because we need to know more 
about it than what is just in movies and advertisements," 
said Amber Madison, creator of "Between the Sheds," 
Eton lofts University. 'We have sex, we see sex, and we 
think about sex. so shouldn't we talk about it too? This is 
my effort to get the Tufts community to talk openly about 
sex and be more Informed." 
But are the columns as wide read and informative as 
intended? By providing their opinions and narrative 
anecdotes, how much are these young "sexperts" doing 
to help, without hindering and offending their audiences? 
"I don't know if I would want to read about sex advice 
from someone who is 20 something," senior Kristen 
Gifford said. "I just think that relationships are very per- 
sonal and unique and there just isn't a general rule that 
can be applied universally. If I did choose to read it, it 
lunfcr Hunhr ChrtMy w ' 
the generalizations made in the columns. Whether based 
on gender or sexual preference, Becca s columns will gen- 
eralize claims that guys have problems [such as] saying '1 
love you' or threesome fantasies." 
Worthington said, "My guy friends got into an uproar 
over my girl-on-girl issue because for some reason they 
thought what I wrote was gender stereotyping and of 
course it was, but 1 can do what I want" 
The columnists may have the ability to publish their 
experiences, but some choose to abuse th is privilege. Most 
sex columnists have no formal expertise, which could 
lead to inaccurate and inappropriate information. 
"Generally, students can give gtxxi advice about 
relationships and sexuality, laid Ionian Friedman, 
director of health education at Columbia University in 
the Nov. 14,2002 issue of USA Today. "Bui they lack the 
resources to do the research " 
Kathy Greaves, who teaches human sexuality at 
Oregon State said in the same issue of USA Today, that 
lolumna perpetuate stereotypes such as "size 
matters" or that men are oversexed — when they 
should be dispelling them. 
Others have found Worthington's advice to yield pos- 
itive results. Worthington reminisced about a time last 
year when a reader approached her after a column was 
printed on the need to reinstate chivalry. 
"This girl just randomly came up to me in Zirkle 
House and asked if I wrote the column, which I had no 
idea how she would have known," Worthington said. 
"Then she said, 1 just wanted to let you know that I went 
txi my second date with this guy last night He took me to 
a restaurant where he pulled out my chair, opened doors 
for me, bought me a rose and later admitted that is was 
because he had read your column' If I am changing JMU 
one person at a time, that is good enough for me " 
Junior Michelle San |uan said, "I think Becca's articles 
are handled in a very tasteful manner. I also like how she 
will parallel her opinions with that of an expert. Her 
columns make for some interesting discussion and enter- 
tainment ... If people are having sex and thinking about 
it. they might as well read it too." 
However entertaining or trendy controversy still sur- 
rounds the columns, leaving many of its readers with 
sore expressions. According to the same iseue of USA 
Today, an Ohio University student complained in her 
campus paper The Post, In reference to the new sex col- 
umn, ' Ami the only one on campus (who is) appalled?" 
Administrators at Florida's Seminole Community 
College suspended their publication of The ScraV because 
a column about birth control contained vulgarities, 
although the suspension was lifted four days later. 
In the same article in USA Today. "Casual Sex, in 
Newsprint's slate senator in Crystal Lake, Illinois attacked 
a new column in the Tartan, called "Love Monkey" as inap- 
propriale for the McHenry County College. 
Arguments aside, most columns continue to 
run. With "Sex and the Ctty.'rounding its 
fifth season, and TV New York Times and 
USA Tat*; lories on college-sex 
iinnists in a vivaciously young society 
that seems to be coming "out of the closet" with m I 
n't be fading anytime soon. 
'I feel like sex is very much still a new discovery 
for most people 1 know," Worthington Hid    I was 
raised a Christian and I don't promote premai 
sex, but I am smart enough to know that regardless 
of what I think, so many people at JMU are having 
sex and will not stop. It's depressed me to realize 
how fascinated 
ed I am ah 
participate 
 a r sseo.
 people are about sex, how fascinat- 
ut sex, regardless of whether or not I 
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Rush to the 'Chase an [eserveYour Place! 
4 BEDROOM, 4 BATH LUXURY APARTMENTS 
PHENOMENAL POOL AND SPECTACULAR SUNBATHING AREA 
FANTASTIC FULL^ 





URRY IN.. .A LIMITED NUMBFR C 
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS ARE STILL AVAILABI I ' 
COME HOME TO SUNCHASE TODAY!! 
^r The Hypnosis of 
Michael C. Anthony 
TICKETS on SALE NOW 
at Warren Hall Box Office 
■Council ond the University Program Board. 
HW#vif>*  -Mir >,tr>\-»\*r\  «t  Li*r>     / /, ..,|,   \.*y,,  j»J*« 
STYLE 
"Hours" worth spending 
Nicole Kidman. Julianne Moore and Meryl Slreep 
star in this enlightening film about depression. 
See story pat* 16 
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What makes Jane special is that it doesn't try 
to make the reader someone they"re not. and 
it's down-to-earth about everything from 
celebrities to sex to blind dates. 
ASHLEY LI SK 
freshman 




SARAH STANrrZ/jra;*.. «/«,., 
Area ski resorts can offer students refuge from winter blues 
BY ASHLBY MCCLFLLAND 
staff writer 
It's thai time of year again. 
Aksig with the cold and wintery 
snow come hordes of skiers and 
snowboarders. Three local ski 
resorts have kicked into high gear 
Massmutten, Wintergreen and 
Bryce — all within a one-day trip 
of JMU, hoping to draw crowds 
of students to its slopes. 
Massanutten, about 15 min- 
Uta away off of 1-81 is the clos- 
est ski area to JMU and works 
hard to attract students with 
good prices and special deals, 
according to the ski area general 
manager, Steven Showalter. One 
IMdu is Monday Night 
Madness, wluch charges $10 for 
rentals and Sill for ■ lilt ticket 
din either riding oc enowfaoMd- 
ing) with a coupon from the 
general Store or market, and 
Wednesday and Friday they 
offers special twilight ticket and 
rental lor S"XI with a student ID. 
"I       prefer       skiing       at 
Vlassmutten mainly because ol 
its, location.'   sophomore (ess 
V\eiss said. "I've also never had a 
bad experience il it c ompeeed to 
others it's never overoowded." 
Massanutten ts open 9 a.m. to 10 
p.m. every day. and charges $47 
lor rentals on weekends, $33 on 
liiastllsill and $20 for a lift tide* 
Wintergreen is another ski 
resort about .\n hour away in 
Wintergreen, Va. While 
Wintergreen's prices are not 
as low as Massanutten's, they 
have more slopes to offer, 
according to director of com- 
munications. Frankee Love. 
"Wintergreen is batter then 
Massanutten," MphorflOM 
Laurence Chaw said, who skis 
IlltlUjl "The ilopee are more 
challenging and better gnximed 
and the lilts, en faster." 
Love said Wintcrgroen is the 
largest ski resort in Virginia 
with 20 slopes and trails, all 
open with excellent conditions 
the. year and a wide variety of 
levels." Wintergreen also offers 
two tubing parks and a snow- 
board terrain park and free ski 
or snowboarding lessons for 
beginners who rent their equipt- 
ment from the resort. 
Wintergreen is open from 9 a.m. 
to II p.m. Friday and Saturday 
and 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. every other 
day except holidays. The resort 
charges $37 Monday through 
Friday for a full-day lift ticket, a 
half-day lift ticket (9 a.m. to 1 
p.m.) is $27 and nights. (12:10 
p.m. to 10 p.m.) are $21. 
Bryce ski resort, smaller than 
Massanutten or Wintergreen. 
supports |MU's ski-racing pro- 
gram and is ktcated about .TO 
minutes north on 1-ttl. 
"Bryce is in a smaller area 
so there is less traffic, and it 
has more of a family atmos- 
phere," director ol skiing 
Horst I.ocher said. "It is more 
con end specialized tor ram- 
ih.- According to Lochcr, 
We also have a good snow- 
making system used Oftf] ll 
night so not to interfere with 
the skiers 
Bryce offers a first-time 
reduced price snowboarding 
and ski package so that begin- 
ners can try out the slopes the 
package includes rental cquipt- 
ment, a group lesson and a rope 
tow/slope ticket. Beginners an- 
restricted to the beginncr-lc. .1 
slopes. The cost is $47 for a week- 
day/night package and $56 lor a 
weekend /holiday package. 
The rosort has eight slopes 
that range from easy to expert, 
as well as special beginner 
areas. The slopes are open from 
9 a.m to 9:30 p.m. TtMSllS) 
through Saturday and 9 a.m to 
4:30 p.m. Sunday and Monday. 
tor college students, it costs $25 
for a weekday and $42 on week- 
ends to ski hill day, not includ- 
ing rental Ill's, $15 a weekday 
and $34 on weekends to ski half 
day, and $15 a weekday and $20 
on weekend! to ski at night. 
This Jane proves anything but plain 
Quirky women's mag targets itself to fun-loving, modern chicks 
BY Asm I Y LUSK 
staff writer 
See lane run. See lane play. 
See ]tnt talk about sex lane 
magazine is the read of 
choice tor today's women 
aged 18 to 40-something 
who don't mind being loud 
and fun. 
I he magazine was estab- 
lished five vears ago by for- 
mer S«ny edltO! jane Pratt 
and has put a new spin on 
the magazine trend 
/IIHC works hard to estab- 
lish each H ntcr's individual- 
ay by in. hiding quirky little 
expressions about each one 
in the story bylines, such as 
"by Stephanie Trong, who is 
going to take up |azz dance 
again." What makes jane 
.,1 li that it doesn't try 
10 make the reader someone 
they're not, end Ifi down- 
to-earth   about   everything 
from celebrities to sex to 
blind dates. 
lane starts out like most 
magazines with the usual 28 
pages of advertisements. 
onlj most of the ads present 
products that the readers 
actually can afford. 
Then there is the oh-so- 
important editor's page, also 
known as "lane's Diary." 
I'ratt features a picture ot 
hersell along with a page- 
long note and the usual 
I'olaroids at the bottom from 
various fane intrigues, which 
otter the reader a glimpse 
into the daily a.hentures of 
the quirky editor. 
Other features that keep 
lane a step ahead of 
Cofrfropo/fraM include "Dear 
lane's Mom," in which 
Pratt's mother oilers advice, 
and the definition to the lat- 
est slang going around, such 
COURTESY OF IMKMU fiMkWn 
Jane promises not to be tor 
the prissy of heart, 
as   a   "wambulance"   or   a 
"dirt star." 
The next  article  is  "Ihe 
Same  Five Questions We 
Always Ask." which features 
monthly queries, su.h as 
"What would you do it you 
wcic   a   ghosl,:'and   "ll.ii. 
you ever t.ike.t .m orgasm ' 
Perhaps one ol the maga- 
zine'! most original lea 
Hires, fane has a section in 
which they pull pranks 
.HI h as asking random bus) 
people il they will stop what 
they are doing to go drink 
with them and sending a 
staffer out in the streets 
ipprtlng a hairdo .all..I 
The Floating jell) iish 
Like most magazines, fanr 
features different celebrities 
every    month,    doing   their 
best to ask them differenl 
t\pes ot questions 
I his allows fane to truly 
expose to the readers 
whether or not these people 
are  worth  their  admiration 
or not. Justin  Timberlake 
delivered a COCK)   mtcrv lew 
in the December 2002 issue 
MV JANE'S. W 15 
Decent style is 
duty, not choice 
BY RV\S MI WII I I 'MS 
coMrtbimng wriur 
St) le   It s a Mek)   thing. 
We ail want to have it but can 
never concretely define it. 
it can change from season 
to season,  month  to  month 
and even .lav to day, leaving 
you behind with the wrong 
look   and    some    rulu uloui 
.loihes. with all the evei 
constant .hang,- in fashion, 
sometimes it's hard to gauge 
whether or not \^u are pur- 
rtg something so beauti- 
ful il hints oi something that 
just hurts 
Life is complicated enough 
u ithout   having  to  make the 
i. i izlon between that ruffle 
white tulle dress from 
\!e\,m.ter M.tjueen and the 
brown cable knit dress from 
i 'ol.e ,si Gabanna. 
Add to that equation the 
thought     of     making     the 
wrong   .hone   and   ending 
up on the "What Were 
rhe) Thinking'" yearly 
fashion review in I'eople 
and you might just go 
insane It's all about choic- 
es, ladies and gentlemen. 
So you are in the French 
t onne. non on \1 Street in 
Washington   I>>    and  find 
vourscl! drawn inexplicably 
to a hl.uk leather poor boy 
hat reminiscent ot the Village 
People VOU try it on. It looks 
cute    you  turn   to  find   your 
across the store, to 
show her and you see every- 
one is staring at vou with 
,lisgu-t      "Why?"    vou    ask 
yourself   Because vou look 
like an Nils leather daddy. 
Had choice on vour part. 
tin Ihe other hand, you 
find the same hat in brown 
wool, try it on, and the store 
ei upt! m applause and cheers. 
choice. Unfortunately, 
( ti\tixa.page15 
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Recruiting Has Begun! 
Apply mm to be an 
INTERNATIONAL 
INTERN 
More than 50 positions are available 
for next faJl spring, and summer, terms 
in Western/Eastern Europe & Latin America. 
Contact Judy Cohen's office for details: 
Phone 568-6979 ai e-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu> 
01 come to 1077 South Main for an application 
(note that this is a new location) 
QT go to www.jmu.edu/international/internships 
Deadline? March 7th for all terms 
This is opportunity knocking ... 
Valley Medical Group 
GYNECOLOGY 
Fli7abein Swallow MO • C.ithv Hiwnhouse  RN  CFNP 




PMS& Menstrual Problems 
Accepting New Patients 
Complete Patient Confidentiality 
*™B 
530 Neff Ave. 
Hai risonburg. VA 22801 
(540)432-1234 
Fax:(540)432-1307 
Toll Free: 1-800-243-4314 
Emergency: (540) 433-4100 
'Participates with Trlgon. Southern Heath, VHP, 
Cigna & Medicare 
Tuesday, Jan. 21 st 
Jimmy "<_>' 
Wednesday, Jan. 22nd 
Joel Burleson (of Ki:Theory) 
Friday, Jan. 24th 
The Tragic Thieves 
Come Down For $0 
Sinment 
Huge Sandwich Menu 
Vegetarian Dishes 
Pizza 
Crablegs and Shrimp 
Hotdogs 





Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg 
Catering Available 
A 
IBWA[  ~>     _ 433-9874 
Sunde/Brundi MuriOpjn. 
30 W Water St HtanHonburj 
I lam.- 2am 
L SEAFOOD BAR & GRILL 
'studio 
professional hair designs 
Welcome Back Students! 
Start this semester out right 









380 E. Market St., Harrisonburg, VA 22802 
Spend +Ke 5pr;ng 70W $e*as\et fn W^king+on D.C. 
WASHINGTON* SEMESTER 
Ml 
• Earn a full semester's worth off 
JMU Political Science credit. 
• Take internship 
(4-6 credits) 
plus 3-4 classes. |llMIMM| 
For more information... 
Interested? 
Informational Meeting 
Thursday, January 23 
5 - 6 pm 
Maury Q1 
Political Science Office 
Maury 118 
568-6149 
• Live in JMU-arranged 





App)rC*+,or> Deadline January 31 
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THE CINEMA SCOOP 
Finding peace through 'The Hours' 
Bv ZAK SALIH 
senior writer 
lh. Hours." the film adap- 
tation of Michael Cunningham's 
PuUtaW Prlw Winning novel, 
proves that Mrs. Outol 
Ualloway - the titular ptOtMp 
rust of author Virginia Woolt i 
novel, "Mrs. Dalloway" — is not 
so much a fictional character M 
She is .1 st.ite of mind. 
If Woolf's novel celebrates 
the intricate details of a single 
day in a person's life, then 
Cunningham's homage and 
Stephen Daldry's film recog- 
nizes the universality of such an 
idea — that what we may 
believe to be the monotony of 
another day might just be the 
gn'.iti-it adventure of our lives, 
an adventure played and 
replayed by billions of people 
thnnighmit the course ol history. 
Such spiritual symmetry is at 
MmtUiwmrkiy   «• 
a*.a,**G°**c*>"0"" 
Qwtnvoi   Worth m. 
crayUelpka 
WMtorltmonalopUy 
ShouM luv. Ban 
' a «r»gM B viO»o 
Who appravx)» 
malung of mn dm? 
the heart of this brilliant work of 
film adaptation that captures tin- 
bitter but hopeful heart of its 
original form. Here we have 
three women from three sepa- 
rate eras in history when the 
world was recuperating Ironi 
shattering crises — post-World 
War I London, post-World War 
II Southern California and New 
York City in 2001 (presumably 
after Sept. 11, if one were to pre- 
serve the symmetry). 
Yet the choked armiKpheru 
of the world around them pales 
in comparison with the individ- 
ual battles they cndun? against 
depression Whether it's depict- 
ing suicide attempts and suc- 
cesses, emotional breakdm* ni 
In hotel rooms, clutten'd 
kitchens or struggles to keep 
busy and ignore heart-wren* h 
ing sadness, "The Hours'' looks 
at this mental disease with the 
freshest and most honest view 
in recent film history. There are 
no morbid wrist-slashings to 
downbeat music and the movie 
is not two hours of crying. 
Rather, then' is a constant cur- 
rent of distress — the tranquil- 
ized feeling of life gone wrong, 
Uhc .1 ,vli-hration ruined by the 
smallest forgotten detail 
hach of our three heroines 
live a single day on screen. 
•\ntnor Vinjinia  Woolt (Nicole 
Kidman, "Moulin Rouge") 
struggles in a suburb of 1920s 
I .union with beginning a new 
novel and the depression that 
ultimately will lead her to the 
banks of a rushing river; Laura 
Brown (Julianne Moore, 
"Magnolia"), a mess of sup- 
pressed emotions, plans a birth- 
day party for her husband in 
1950s suburbia; Clarissa 
Vaughn (Meryl Streep) spends 
her day planning a party for a 
friend suffering from AIDS and 
fonwr lover, her particular 
attention to food and flowers 
mm-ly a front for the deeper 
emotions with which she has 
failed to reconcile. 
There is no avoiding the 
tact that this film is an acting 
vehicle — but it's one that 
roars and speeds with its three 
lead stars at the wheel and a 
host of supporting characters 
(friends, husbands, lovers, ex- 
lovers, sons, daughters and 
neighbors) riding shotgun. 
The only tune playing on the 
radio is the complimentary 
and sometimes overwhelming 
score by Philip Glass. 
Emotions are at the core of 
this lilm, with Peter Boyle's 
("Monster's Ball") editing and 
playwright David Hare's 
; I wad over Heals") screen- 









ChronldlV between Woolf, 
Brown and Vaughn, juxtapos- 
ing their existences to illustrate 
the terrible baggage we load on 
our shoulders when we care 
for others to the point where 
we forget to care about our- 
selves. The film never settles 
on a clear solution for its frus- 
trated heroines, along with the 
effects of emotional self-sacri- 
fice we witness the disastrous 
results of abandoning such a 
position and how that leads to 
more and morv sadness. 
Indeed, the poisoned river of 
HKbMM tli.i: rushes through 
time floods "The Hours." But 
the film doesn't drown in the 
hopelessness of a dreary exis- 
tence. Instead, it floats on a cele- 
bration of life, a celebration 
whose only requirement is the 
t*ne thing our characters seek — 
not happiness, hut peace 
EET I NG 
TODAY! 
4 p.m. @ The Breeze office located in the 
basement of Anthony-Seeger 
- Learn how to 
write for the most 
stylish section ever. 
- Want money? 
Well tell yon how 
to get some. 
- Who are going to 
take Brenna and 
Alisoirs places as 
editors? 
Jane's gain: flirty, fun 
Out of ordinary with feminine fury 
JAWS, from p*gt [J 
thai gave the public yet 
another reason to shun him. 
C untributing to the mag's 
uniqueness, Pamela 
Anderson has her own col- 
umn in fane and an "It 
Happened to Me" section 
that lends itself to fane's 
down-to-earth image, telling 
stories about a young girl 
being framed for her sister's 
murder and someone whOM 
lifelong desire was to be an 
amputee A lot of readers 
probably skip this section, 
but with fewer numbers 
reading the newspaper or 
watching the news, it's good 
to check out as a reminder 
that some people can't live in 
the glitz and glamour world. 
Definitely skip the MCtiOM 
showcasing skinny models on 
parade. Following   that   are 
reviews, horoscopes and final- 
ly "Peep Show," which usual- 
ly is a pretty funny last word. 
A recent one KVSSUed the rul- 
ers, or dressing room reqiuMs, 
of different u-kbntuv 
Jane is fun, it is definitely 
an exception to almost every 
rule. But, sometimes women 
don't want to be on a con- 
stant feminist rage, they just 
want to sit down and enjoy 
some sizzling mindless mat- 
ter If that's what you're 
seeking, skip Jane. 
However, if you're look- 
ing for some girl power, "this 
is me" kind of stuff, fane is 
for you. 
Coming out of the 
closet: Fashion faux-pas 
Shopping showcase of good, bad 
COMING, from ftagr 13 
things don't work this way. 
Unlike me, I'm sure you don . 
have an entourage to help you 
make those complicated deci- 
sions so you've got to rely on 
your own gut instinct. 
Rule number one: Never 
buy something that you could 
only wear once. Buying that 
neon green one-strap dress 
from Versace is a mistake. You 
wear it once and everyone will 
notice it — come on, it's neon 
green. The more you wear it, 
the more people will notice, 
then vou'll find yourself being 
referred to as "Neon Dress 
Girl." Subtlety is key Hind 
something that makes a state- 
ment without needing to 
shout. A better selection would 
hi- that '50s cut pink pencil 
skirt and white blouse from 
Man lacobs. Subtle vet stun- 
ning, these pieces are inter- 
changeable and will have 
heads turning without giving 
you an awful nickname. 
Rule number two: Relev m v 
\1.-st ot whaf9 vM»nion therun- 
w.iv e.innol translate to the 
stnvts so von must think clearly. 
A John Galliano Indian-inspired 
dress consisting of giant tinsel 
hoods, extreme ruffles and green 
leggings amid not be pulled off 
for walking to your C il'MM cla** 
on campus. I'm sorrv. Kit not 
e\ i'n singer-songwriter Bjork 
could pull that one off 
Think before von purchase 
Is this going to look ridiculous 
two m<»nths hum now>   It then 
is .1 large possibility it will, put it 
back and spend your money on 
something else. If you want 
something flashy but not gaudy, 
go for Christian Dior's thigh-cut, 
red strapped and buckled flower 
print dnss It's more suitable tor 
.\n evening out, but at least you 
wear it knowing your tinsel isn't 
blowing in someone s t,ice 
The last but most important 
rule is the risk l.u t» >r As is every- 
thing in life, fashion is a risk. You 
may purchase the hottest trend 
(pinstriped MHor pants) today 
and find that thov are out tomor- 
row. You might don a sweatii- 
vest in .in attempt to bring back 
the style, only to find you failed 
miserably The kev is the 
attempt. If you make a fashion 
mistake, change your clothes 
and move on What's the WIT * 
that could happen? 
EVERY BODY'S GYM 
44 MIIJ.KK CIRCLE 
HARRIHONBURO, VA 22801 
(BEHIND WENDY'S ON SOUTH MAIN) 
574    2496 
STUDENTS j FACULTY 
GET PREPARED FOR SPRING BREAK1 LET 
EVERY BODY'S GYM HELP GIVE YOU MORE ENERGY, 
A HEALTHIER BODY & MIND. ONE SEMESTER ONLY $99.00 
BRING IN THIS ADVERTISMENT WHEN YOU SIGN-UP & 
RECEIVE 1   FREE  MONTH  TANNING! 
EVERY BODY'S CYM OFFERS: 
HAMMER STRENGTH * TONS OF FREE WEIGHTS * CYBEX * 
CROSS TRAINERS * LIFE CYCLES * TREADMILLS * STEPPERS * 
AEROBICS * SUPPLEMENTS * HEAVY BAG & GLOVES * 
TANNING BED * LOCKERS & SHOWERS 
Ofler Good Through 5/2(1/2003 




"Best Atmosphere " 
in Best of the Valley 
Reader Survey 
2002 
The Joshua Wilton House 
»•• Exciting cuisine using the 
freshest local ingredients 
» Homemade breads and desserts 
i* Award-winning wine list 
>*■ Ala carte menu with 
entrees starting at $13 
»* Exquisite food and 
impeccable service 
—■ Outdoor dining available, 
weather permitting 
»* Reservations recommended 
OPEN FOR DINNER: 
Tue-Thu 5-9; Fri-Sat 5-10 
MINUTES FROM IMU: 
Direction: 412 South Main St., 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
5«M34-4464 or 1-S88-2WILTON 
Take US 33 west across /-SI. Left at first light 
on Cantrtll. Fourth light, turn right on Main 
St. Wilton House is at comer of So. Main and 
Campbell Streets. 
www.joshuawilton.com 
liTSTEK TO ^KY CD 
BHfCRB YOtT BtfY! 
'CD     I   I   I   I   I  I 
mw^ontym OFF ANY REGULARLY 'COUPON! -     — SW PRICED CD S13.99 & UP! 
Not valid with any othar offara or discount*   Coupon good through Sunday. January 26th 
IN HAIIIUM1NIUJ1II.   WIIH   MIIHIMN 
KROGER SHOPPING CTR     WHAT » RECORD 
1790 96 E Market St       STORE SHOULD BE! 
Mon-Sal 10 9. Sunday 12-6    Listen Befoie You B.i.' 
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 




a/j/j/u///g /eft cw/ et&fotial ^m 






The talent search has begun! We're looking for experienced singers, dancers, actors, 
variety acts, technical and costume support plus costume character performers. 
;* 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Tuesday. January 28,2003 ^T 
James Madison University ^ 
University Blvd /Carrier Drive       ^g 
College Center. Grand Ballroom B^ 
3:00pm - singers, actors, variety. 
technicians, costumers. dressers 
5:00pm - dancers 
Doswell. VA 
Saturday. February 1,2003 
Sunday. February 2,2003 
Paramount's Kings Dominion 
Paramount Theatre 
1:00pm - singers, actors, variety. 
technicians, costumers, dressers 
4:00pm - dancers 
Opportunities... 
Singers - Prepare at least one up tempo selection 
and one ballad In a pop or country style. You may not 
sing a capella An accompanist will be provided. 
Bring sheet music in the proper key or prerecorded 
instrumental tracks (without lead vocals) on CD or 
cassette. Please start at the bridge or chorus of your 
selection and be sure to mark music accordingly 
Some feature roles require acting talent. Vbu may be 
asked to read a brief monologue and to donee, so 
bring appropriate clothes and shots for movement 
Dancers - We are looking for energetic, 
technically trained dancers experienced in jazz, ballet, 
and hip hop with some partnering experience for our 
main stage productions Other featured positions may 
require acrobatics and/or adage. You will be taught a 
combination during the audition. (If you sing, please 
bring music as specified above.) 
Actors - We are casting hosts for Nickelodeon* 
shows. Live character leads are to be cast in our 
Scooby-Doo* shows. Actors with strong improvisation 
skills are needed for our interactive multi-media theaters. 
Prepare a humorous, family-oriented monologue and 
be prepared to memorize a brief show-specific 
passage and perform an interview exercise. 
Show Characters - Energetic and animated 
dancers are needed for productions featuring 
costumed characters. Height requirements 
determine eligibility You must be 4' 11' to 5' 5" 
for Nickelodeon* characters and 5' 5' to 6' 0" for 
Hanna-Barbera* characters. 
Meet-and-Creet Characters - Fun and 
strong individuals are needed for our roaming 
costume character program. Height requirements 
determine eligibility You must be 4' 11" to 5' 5" 
for Nickelodeon* characters and 5' 5' to 6' 0" for 
Hanna-Barbera* characters. 
Technicians - Experienced sound operators/ 
mixers, lighting technicians, master electricians, 
wardrobe/wig technicians and stage crew will be 
interviewed at select sites 
For more Information 
call: 804-876-5300 
or visit our website at: 
www.auditionnow.com 
SPORTS 
■ Break out the brooms 
Both the JMU men's and 
women's swimming teams 
swept Old Dominion Saturday. 
See story Mow 
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This is the type of game we antici- 
pated — a very intense game." 
SHERMAN DILLARD 
men's basketball coach 
So* story Mow 
Coming to 
a 'Broyle's 
Broyles nets 20 in win 
against George Mason 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
BY DAN BOWMAN 
assistant sports editor 
Talk about slump busters 
— JMU broke out of its early 
season 3-point shtxiting WIXN 
in a big way Saturday, hitting 
on nine-of-17 from long range 
in a 76-70 win ova (George 
Mason University. |unior for- 
ward Dwaync Broyles scored a 
season-high 20 points, includ- 
ing tour-ot-nine ^-pointers, as 
the Dukes mapped ,i six-game 
losing streak to the Patriots 
drtnabacktoFab. 2n, 2000. 
After leading by as many as 
15 points in the first half, it 
looked as if JMU was going to 
once again collapse in th. i 
ond half, falling behind 46-40 
on a layup by Patriots forward 
Jesse Young with 11:4K to play. 
But back-Io-b.uk shots b\ red- 
shirt senior guard Charlie 
Hatter, followed by a 3-pointer 
from freshman guard Wes 
Milk'r sparked a 16-0 run that 
gave the Dukes a 56-46 lead 
with 7:26 left ( Mil would get 
no closer than four points the 
ri'si of the way as JMU's 
momentum proved to be too 
much in the end 
"This is the type of game we 
anticipated — a very intense 
game," coach Sherman Dillard 
said. "Wv weir van fortunate 
to play well early in tin' game; 
we hit a little bump there, but 
fought thnmgh that period and 
did some good things at the 
end defensively t\nd offensive- 
ly to close the game." 
Senior guard David 
Fanning, who finished with 10 
1-omis sat most of the second 
half — including the entirety 
of the Dukes run — but hit 
three-of-four free throws upon 










ing to do 
with his play — he finished 
just three-of-eighl from the 
field — but everything to do 
with how the rest of trie team 
was performing in the second 
hall .is a unit. 
"When the ball was falling 
for us I think it created more 
energy for us in terms of 
dilensc,' Dillard said. "Our 
defense was better during that 
period, and I stayed with that 
group (Hatter, Miller, Broyles 
and senior forwards Pat 
Mitchell and Ian Caskill). They 
were playing so well and I did- 
n't notice any fatigue setting in 
with any guys, so we stayed 
with that lineup for mist of the 
Mvond half there." 
Dillard also talked about 
his team's ability to knock 
down free throws late in the 
see DUKES, page 18 
DAN 
BOWMAN 
DAVE KIM/irmv rh,*>tnq*,r 
Junior forward Dwayne Broyles hit four-of-nme 3-pokiter* In JMU's 76-70 win over GMU Saturday. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
JMU edges Tribe in overtime 
Morgan, Price help Dukes rally from late deficit 
BY DKKW WILSON 
sports editor 
After blowing the load in 
the second half. |MU came 
from behind to slide p.ist the 
(. Olkge of William & Mary 
72-67 in overtime Sunday at 
the Con v* vat ion t enter. 
In overtime, senior tor- 
ward Shanna Trice scored 6 of 
the Dukes' 12 points to hold 
off the Tube 
"I was proud with the 
Chtmcte! we showed," inter- 
im coach Kenny Brooks said 
"We could have (olded ver\ 
easily. We've been down this 
road before when' we Muted 
off great and hit a lull and then 
we didn't win the game We 
fought back and had ta-men- 
dciis energ\ in overtime." 
Sunday 
W&M 
JMU, who held as much as 
a 12-point lead in the first half, 
let the lead slip away in the 






cut    into 
the lead in 
the open- 
ing   min- 
utes of the second half. 
With just over 15 minutes 
to play in regulation, the 
Tribe's Megan Baier naikxJ a 3- 
pointer to give W&M a 42-40 
lead, its first lead since the 
Tribe led 2-0. 
"At halftime we decided to 
send two kids back instead of 
one. Madison is definitely a lit- 
tle bit quicker than we are and 
they do a great job getting 
down the floor," W&M coach 
Debbie Taylor said. "So we 
sent two back and it seemed to 
help a little bit." 
W&M held the lead by as 
many as 5 points over the next 
eight minutes. 
"I was a littk? disappointed 
during that stretch with our 
defense," Brooks said. "It was- 
n't |ust our post defense, but 
we didn't give help defense." 
With 7:31 left in regulation, 
senior forward Nadine 
Morgan hit a jumper to tie the 
game at 53-53. Morgan had 
kept the Dukes in the game by 
scoring all 12 of JMU's points 
see PRICE, page IS 
Cichowicz sets 
assists record 
Senior guard less Cichowicz passed former 
JMU star Floretta Jackson ('87) on the career 
.issists lisi lluirstln against Old lX>minion 
I'imiTsitv in Norfolk. 
( khoni,Y s seven .issists ,\g.unsl the Lady 
Monarchs gave Itcr 562 for her career, surpass- 
ing Jackson's pn-\ ions school record of 560. 
Jackson play.il l. T tin-1 >.ik<- fmm 1983-'87. 
Cichowicz added to the record Sunday 
with 6 .issisis against the I ollege of William & 
Mary. Ck hi >wu / SJSI i In -Ids the record for most 
assists in a season with 181, set during the 
Dukes' 2000-'01 campaign 
—from aba* rtportt 
■Va'illM.1 
JMU career assist records 
f I. Jess Chichowttz 568 (1999- 03) 
2. Floretta Jackson 560 (1983-'87) 
3. Donna Budd 533 (l986-'89) 
4. Holy RHmatH 480 (1992-'93, 94- 97) 
16. Paula SchukM 419 (1967 -91) 
SARAH STANIT/Vunf*. I *to. 
JMU struggles 
from foul line 
BY DREW WILSON 
sports editor 
When the game is on the line, free thmw 
shooting tends to either make or break a team 
Last Thursday, it severely hurt the Dukes' 
chances of upsetting Old Dominion University. 
I ea.ling 48-17 with 2:51 to play, JMU missed 
two free throws that would have increased the 
lead. The Lady Monarchs scored on their next 
trip down the floor to take a one point lead. 
Seconds later, the Dukes missed two more 
free throws that would have regained the lead 
While the Dukes had several opportunities 
to score in the final minutes of that game 
against ODU, the missed free throws had JMU 
heartbmken as the lady Monarchs went on to 
win, 58-48. 
Sunday against the College of William & 
Mary, the Dukes continued their struggles from 
the free throw line. JMU finished the game 10- 
for-23 fmm the foul line, 43.4 percent 
JMU went three-for-seven from the line in 
the final 10 minutes of regulation While the 
mark doesn't sound tix> harsh, three of those 
misses came when the game was tied. 
In overtime, the Dukes went four-for-10 
set FREE THROWS, page 18 
 WOMEN'S TENNIS  
Dukes improve to 1-1 
with win over Radtord 
The women's tennis 
team defeated Radford 
University 7-0 Sunday to 
improve to 1-1 on the sea- 
son. Dukes No. 1 seed jun- 
ior Margie Zesinger topped 
RU's Jihane Nagdi 7-5, 6-2 
to improve to 1-1 in singles 
competition this season. 
JMU second seed, soph- 
omore  Kristen   Veith  won 
her match over Radford's 
Caroline Downs 6-3, 6-2, 
while third seeded sopho- 
more Rebecca Vanderelst 
and fourth seeded fresh- 
man Ashley Reyher both 
won in straight sets. 
)MU lost to Virginia 
Tech, 7-0 Saturday in 
Hlacksburg. 







So far the new year has been 
relatively kind to me, all things 
i"iinsidered. After all, it is my 
last semester in college, 1 can't 
really complain about how the 
Philadelphia Eagles played this 
season, and while the New- 
York Knicks 
do seem to 
be stinking 











Madison Square Garden this 
time next year. 
For the most part, you 
could say that I'm a pretty 
optimistic guy when it comes 
right down to it. Alas, there 
were a few things over the hol- 
idays that I could have done 
without. So without further 
ado, I bring you my 2002-'03 
holiday cheers and jeers. 
Cheers — to college foot- 
ball's bowl week, or should I 
say, to its championship game 
in the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl, 
held Jan. 2 between Ohio State 
University and the University 
of Miami. Never in all my 
years of watching college foot- 
ball have I seen <i mote excit- 
ing championship game IWo 
overtimes. A conlmverM.il 
Gill A defiance of odds in the 
Buckeyes ability to not onlv 
beat the hevily favored 
Hurricanes, but also to con- 
vert a seemingly hopeless 
fourth-and-14 in the first over- 
time just bo stav in the game. 
Bravo to the BCS system, at 
I.Mst Cot this year. 
Jeers — to New York 
(.iants rookie tight end Jeremv 
Shockey. While I admit. 1 am a 
little biased as an Eagles fan 
when thinking about Shockey. 
lt*l not his big game heroics in 
a 10-7 Giants win against 
Philly Dec. 28, 2002 that both- 
ered me. It was his utterly 
tasteless behavior the follow- 
ing week in New York's 39-38 
playoff loss against the San 
*ee CHEERS, page 18 
SWIMMING & DIVING 
JMU sweeps Monarchs 
BY AYANA BARBI-.K 
contributing writer 
In their second of four 
consecutive home meets, the 
Dukes swam past Old 
Dominion University 
Saturday at Savage 
Nautatorium. The men's 
team topped the Monarchs 
130-86, while the women's 
team also won, 143-81. 
The men's 400-yard 
freestyle relay team of red- 
shirt senior John McLaren 
and juniors Geoff Meyer, 
Mike Nicholas and |eff Hi. k- 
broke a 16-year-old pool 
record with a time of 3:05.62. 
The proceeding record set in 
1987 was 3:06.85. 
Freshman Evan Carhart 
dominated the 200-yard 
backstroke with a time of 
2:03.80 and freshman Adam 
Zurowski took home the 
200-yard freestyle in a time 
of 1:45.84. Senior captain 
Brody Reid won the 1,000- 
yard freestyle, clocking in 
at 10:08.78. 
"It was good that we 
won," coach Matt Barany 
said. "This meet was not the 
biggest for us. Everything 
we did today will put us in a 
good spot for next week 
when we play George 
Mason Univer-.it \ 
On the women's side, 
senior captain Amanda 
Coyle managed to sweep the 
t 
MATTC'ARAM *.fnv*<-r 
Freshman Sherln McGovern compete* In the 400 medley 
relay In Saturday's meet against Old Dominion University. 
distance events jnd fresh- 
man diver Lisa F.nders per- 
formed well, placing first in 
her diving events in order to 
help the Dukes win. 
Senior captain Rebecca 
Guy said, "I always expect 
us to do really well. Today 
we did better than we have 
before. We have had a hard 
past week of training, and 
our performance showed 
that today." 
The Dukes also took con- 
trol of the 400-yard freestyle 
relay, with the relay team 
Consisting Ol -.ophomore 
Christina. Filak. senior 
Jessica Holm Dahl, junior 
Mary Webber and senior 
Captain Mane H.insbrough. 
Guy won the 200-yard 
butterfly and freshman 
Katie Rodger took first in 
the 200-yard freestyle clock- 
ing in at 1:99.52. Freshman 
Kim Haguchinsky also won 
in Ihe 50-yard freestyle with 
a time of 25.55 seconds. 
see JMU. page 18 4 
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Dukes down CAA foe Patriots 
IWKES, from page 17 
game as homy; ,» kev 1 H-spite 
shooting only 17-30 for the 
game. jML hit on nine-of-12 
fret* throws in the final 1:11 to 
help seal the win. 
"I'm going to get philoM>ph- 
ical hen.1/' Dillard said. "I 
believe in the law of averages. I 
think you ride this WSV8 ffld 
you pick spots when1 thev're 
not falling and all of a sudden 
they start to fall I ->.iiii 'wr\r 
been bad before, so now is the 
time for us to start making them 
— really.' Plato couldn't have 
said it better. 
Both Miller and Broyles, 
who scored nine out of the 
team's 16 during the second half 
run, talked about finally finding 
their rhythms. 
"When you hit a couple of 
shots, your adrenaline gets to 
flowing," Broyles said. "It seems 
like the basket gets bigger, then 
you've got all the energy in the 
world and you just want the 
ball. When you're hitting shots 
l orwistently you want the ball 
— you want to keep shooting." 
Miller said, "It just feels like 
every time you release it it's 
going to go in. It carries over 
too, because you bring energy 
to the rest of the game. With 
that crowd and knocking shots 
down you feel like you could 
go all night." 
Miller said the intensits or 
the rivalry he had heard 
about in the week leading up 
to the game also helped tit 
fuel his play. 
"I've heard a lot from the 
guys on the team, the coaching 
staff and people around cam- 
pus just that this is a big 
game,' Miller said. "This is a 
heated rivalry and there are no 
friends out there when you get 
on the floor. 
"It was a fun game to play 
in. You feel the energy when 
you get on the floor and 1 think 
the guys on the team, you 
know, the older guys who 
have been around, really 
showed me why you come out 
to play in a game like thi-* " 
After JMU took a 26-11 lead 
with 6:56 left in the first half, the 
Dukes defense began to let up, 
as Mason grabbed the momen- 
tum with a 7-0 run to cut the 
lead to 26-18. Broyles hit a 3- 
pointer at 2:38 pushing JMU's 
lead back to 10 at 29-19, but the 
Dukes managed only one shot 
the rest of the half and clung to 
a 29-24 halftime lead 
The Patriots momentum 
continued early into the KC 
ond half as they used a 15-9 
run to take a 39-38 lead on tor- 
ward Jai Lewis' layup with 
14 10 left. GMU extended its 
lead to six, 46-40, with just 
under 12 minutes to play 
before |MU made its run. 
Patriots' coach Jim 
Larranaga said part of the rea- 
son his team played so poorly 
was because it was without 
starting point guard Raoul 
Hemen, who dislocated his 
right thumb in practice 
Friday. Larranaga said not 
only were Heinen's 11.1 
points per game and floor 
leadership missed on the fUx»r 
Saturday, but it also forced 
Mason to use a six-man rota- 
tion instead of its usual seven, 
causing fatigue due to 
extended minutes for the 
starters (both starting guards 
for GMU — Jon larranaga 
and Mark Davis — played all 
40 minutes). 
"Our game plan kind of 
went out the window," 
Larranaga said. "Offensi\el\ 
we just can't function yet with 
this group. We only had eight 
assists and 16 turnoxers, and 
that Kisu.ilh says it all for our 
offense We don't have a great 
way to score yet." 
Larranaga though, credited 
1 Ml offense • ith being able to 
tako advantage of his team's 
weaknesses 
"One of the things you've 
got to give lames Madison cred- 
it for is Wes Miller and Dwayne 
Broyles shooting 7-for-13 from 
three and making key shots 
when we fell behind,'' 
Larranaga said. "You just don't 
expect guys to be able to just 
catch-and-shoot that quickly 
under the circumstances. unlflM 
they're having a great game, 
which they were.' 
JMU  76. 
George Mason 70 
QHU (8-7 3-3) 
YOtfig 4.134-5 12, L*»»e-10 1-2 13. 
WurO 2-5 0-0 4. LarranaQa 5-12 5-fi 15. 
QMS 7-17 7 9 23. Wyatt 1-3 0-0 3. Makings 
0-0 0-0 0. Himt 0-0 0-0 0 
JMU (7-9 3-3) 
WNMhMd 1-2 2-3 4. CMM 3-5 3-4 9. 
BfOytet 5 17 0 9 20  Fnvwig 3-fl 3-4 10. 
WMwntS 11 2 4 IS. M*«f 3 4 0 0 9. M«tt»< 
2-2 1 6 6. MNcfwa 0- 1 0-0 0. Fr*«Twn 0-1 
0-0 0. PWfc* 0-0 0-0 0 
fmU goals - OMU 25-80 JMU 25-45. 3- 
pom UU goals - QMU(3-13) — Oavsa 2-7. 
WyM M.L»innaga0-4. Vbi*g0-1. 
JMUI9-17) — Broyba 4-9. IMff 3-4. 
■ 
i^ft&i 7liP**r - #*?J ,3*323 
ij    ^^>sl ^crtg.iol *   M. 
€Kr 
^ 
DAVk KIM/«n«» |*»..jrn*rr 
Junior guard Chrit Williams drive* along tha baseline during 
Saturday's 76-70 win over George Mason University. 
Cheers to McDonough, 
MJ, not NFL officiating 
CHEEKS, from page V 
Francisco 49ers — flicking off 
the crowd and throwing ice at 
hecklers in the stands — that 
really burned me up. Shockey 
needs to realize that not every- 
one is going to like him, and 
going "Ryan Leaf" on specta- 
tors just isn't going to be 
accepted by anyone. Also, ever 
notice how when Shockey 
makes a good play, he goes on 
about it all day, but when 
someone puts a lick on him he 
whines about not getting a call? 
Shockey should know, especial- 
ly in the NFL, that what goes 
around comes around. 
Cheers — to Wizards guard 
Michael lordan in his farewell 
tour. 1 was one of the 19,000 
plus on-hand at the MCI 
Center to witness MJ's 41 -point 
explosion in a double-overtime 
win against the Indiana Pacers 
Jan. 4. Jordan looked like the 
"Air" of old, hitting turn- 
around jumpers left and right, 
knocking down 3-pointers as 
the shot clock expired and even 
putting a monster dunk on 
I'acers center Jermaine O \. il 
despite the weary old-man sta- 
tus a lot of people still like to 
g'-.e him. As a Knicks fan I 
hated him, but as a basketball 
fan, my hat goes off to Mike. 
Thanks for the memories — 
well most of them anyway. 
Jeers — to NFL officiating. 
OK, so the Giants probably 
wouldn't have won anyway 
after going prevent (the death of 
all defensive schemes) and to- 
ting San Francisco score 25 
unanswered points in the sec- 
ond half, but who's to say they 
couldn't have? After all, given 
another shot against Philly the 
week before, New York place 
kicker Matt Bryant did nail a 39- 
yard field goal in overtime after 
missing a 36-yarder late in the 
fourth quarter. Apologizing to 
Giants coach Jim Fassei did little 
to appease the situation (lor 
those KA you who haven't seen 
the ending to that game, let's 
just s,i\ everything the plav- 
ers and the officiating — were 
both atrocious) and actually 
made it worse, causing both Jan. 
12 playoff games between the 
Tennessee Titans and the 
Oakland Raiders, and the 
Atlanta Falcons and the Eagles, 
to last way too k»ng by constant 
huddling to re\ lew tin- simplest 
of plays. While NFL 
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue 
may have thought he was tak- 
ing appropriate action by forc- 
ing officials to gather basically 
after every play for what seems 
like an eternity, what he really 
did was place even more doubt 
in the minds of what already 
seem to be very incompetent 
rets and slow down the games 
to a crawl more excruciating 
than the walk of shame. 
Cheers — to the late Will 
McDonough. McDonough, 
who died Jan. 9 at age 67, was 
the first of the true crossover 
sports journalists. He made 
writing for newspapers (he 
had a 40-plus year career with 
The Boston Globe) while work- 
ing on television (he w^> .i 
color commentator for both 
c US and NBC in the WHO's 
through the 1990s), a tad that 
seems like an everyday occur- 
rence in the world of journal- 
ism as we now know it. Well 
respected by his peers, his co- 
workers and his dedicated 
readers, McDonough truly 
was what every sports writer 
should strive to be. 
Dan   Bowman   is   a   senior 
SMADtnajor titosc duv 
silenxd when his beloved Eagles 
once again tell ihoft in the playoffs. 
Price leads JMU in 0T 
PRICE, from page V 
during an eight minute stretch 
in the second half. 
With 135 to play and JMU 
down 60-57, red-shirt senior 
guard Jody LeRose connected 
on a .V pointer in the corner to 
tie the game at 60-60. 
JMU had a shot to take the 
lead with under a minute, 
but could not convert. After 
a timeout with 41.4 seconds 
left in the half, senior guard 
Jess Cichowic/ deflected a 
shot by W&M's Jen Sobota 
and Morgan grabbed the 
arrant shot. 
After a timeout to set of the 
final shot with 134seconds left, 
Morgan drove down the lane, 
but her shot rattled off the rim 
to send the game into Overtime. 
"We hit a little lull and we 
knew we had to pick it up," 
I'ri.c Hid "iv. needed to mn 
this game and it was important 
to come out with intensity and 
emotion and just play the type 
of basketball that we play." 
The Dukes had opened the 
game Ofl fire, gaining a 26-14 
lead before the Tribe closed the 
gap as halftime neared. 
"We're playing without 
two starters, so some of our 
kids are freshmen and some 
arc sophomores," Taylor said. 
"When you are playing 
against Shanna and Nadine, 
they know who they arc and 
they tend to get a little nerv- 
ous, so I was like 'all right.' I 
think our kids were much 
more confident with this team 
against the zone, so we were 
able to knock down some 
easy shots 
Four Dukes finished in dou- 
ble figures, with Morgan scor- 
ing a career-high 23 points and 
grabbing 12 rebounds, whik' 
Price scored 21. Cichowic/ 
added 13 points and U'Kose 
scored 10 points 
The        Tribe's UndM) 
Drtaendine dominatitt the post, 
giving JMU trouble during 
W&M's run. 
"Brizendine had a 
tremendous game inside," 
Brooks said. "They kept 
going to her and when \mi 
can have a post player score 
25 points on I ) shots, you're 
going to be effective 
In Tribe entered the game 
searching tor its first conference 
win. Taylor said playing JMU 
close will help W&M's confi- 
dence later OIL 
• "They know JMU is ,i [earn 
that typical!v has done very 
well against us, so 1 think in our 
kids' minds, (hey made BOOM 
progress tonight.    Taylorsaid 
JMU 72, William & 
Mary 67, OT 
waM i4.io.04> 
Bnnnan* 0-13 9-12 25. G«h*ra 4-6 04 
8. BM( 24 0-0 6. Sobota 7-17 04 18. 
Buas 14 04 2. Eroots 1-4 2-2 2. IMM 04 
04 0 Scf»* 1-3 0 0 2. Sazonovi 1 2 04 
JMU -7 7 2 3, 
Dobbin* 2-30-2 4. Morgv 9 16 5-8 23. 
Pflot 10-16 1 521. LaRoM4-100-2 10. 
Ochowicr 4-0 3-e 13 Kmdw OO 1 ? I 
Cubortton o-i 0-0 0. Brook* 0-10-0 0. 
wntaWrO-3 040 
FttW QOM - W8M 25-56 JMU - 20-50. 
3-po*il h«d goal. - waM(6-l9) - Sobota 
4-9. Baatt 24Ercokt02. Bunt 0-1. Schttl 
0-1 JMu(4.l5|-Cechow«c*2 4 LaRoaa 
2-7 Morgan 0-2. Prn» 0-1. OJbatlaonO-1 
Foulad out - W4M — Qathtn. Sobota 
JMU — nona 
You, yes YOU 
can write for 
sports 




JML', from page 17 
Although this win is 
important for the team, the 
preparation to beat George 
Mason next week is equallv 
important, caoch Nancv 
Bercaw said. 
"We're training so 
hard and they are 
exhausted," Bercaw said. 
"They showed they could 
swim in the long run. It 
they get rest, they will be 
really fast." 
The next meet for JMU 
is ,it home against the 
Patriots at 1:00 p.m. 
Free throws matter 
of concentration 
/ HI I IHKOWS.fnmpage 17 
from the free throw line. I uikilv 
(or  them,   they already had 
pulled away from the Tribe and 
held on to the lead for the win. 
Following Sunday's game, 
interim coach Kenny Brooks 
said the team knows what they 
have to do to be successful. 
"As soon as 1 walked into the 
locker room, I looked on the 
board and they had written 'free 
throws," Brooks said. "They 
told me everyone was going to 
come in tomorrow (Monday) 
before the next practice and 
shoot 100 free throws and calcu- 
late them So they know. 
"But the thing I told them 
was that free throws are impor- 
tant, but don't get it in your 
head that we're not shooting 
free throws heciUM free throws 
are probably half mental," 
Brooks added. ""That's the one 
shot that they've shot over and 
ovei again in 111, II i.invrs Wo 
just haw to step up and knock 
them down 
The problem M the Una I-.II't 
much of a problem in practice. 
Brooks Mid 1 ,ist 1 riday in prac- 
tice, the I hiki-. onl\ missed a 
total oj one free throw (with 
every player shooting two free 
throws) m .i pnetun drill that 
would have had the team run- 
nine, for awry miss 
"It's a matter ol cOBuMln- 
tion," senior forward Nadine 
Morgan said "We're all capable 
of shooting free throws, but it's 
just a matter of us concentrating 
and focusing on the rim.'' 
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FOR RENT 
Feeling Cramped? i , 
specious fioaeae 8HI ■■ and 
apartmente We praMoe prices 
and currant availability lor 2003 ■ 
2004 at rmw casWpropefty.com 
Four B.droom Mo... lor Kant 
Good neighborhood, close to 
campus, washer/dryer Included. 
May 2003 May 2004 leese 
Groups only. Call 4330380, day. 
or 432 1589. evening. 
2003 - 2004 Townhouse 
4 Bedroom. Great location 
Clow to JMU. convcnieni in 
Stores, iTMaurants. etc 
Mam extra*. MUST SEE! 
$240 per hedroom. Call for 
more information, 4.11-8421. 
Mountain  View 
Townhouses 
1106   -   3 bedroom, 
c*ac*,   available Aug.   $7S0 
1103   -   3 bedroom,  2 
1/2 twin, dec*, 1 lieiMlL, 
available Aug.   $B2S 
University  Place 
3 badroan, 2 baths, deck. 
Available Jun», $660 
4th Boommatt Ne> ■ 4 BR 
apartment Located in Ashby 
Crowaig Wpflmg to pay 1st month's 
rant on tha an month laasa I' 
interested, call 757-618-0114 or 
Ashby at 432 1001- apartment 
FOR SALE 
VW Cabrlo 1997 
and spark plugs. |ood condttic 
(9.500. Call Devon. 4.180502. 
Nags Heee* • Student summar 
rentals. Call 252255-6328 or 
seacraaAtrvMy.com. 
• Vary cheap ram. 
Moat jetties included Cell 4384308. 
BM FMrvsew - 3 bedrooms. AC. 
DSL, 1 block from campus, year 
lease. August. $825. 4330984 
4 ■seyea.i Ceeeto let rasn, . 3 f>B 
still available. 1250/mo , wearier/ 
dryar. Hunter's Ridge. Minutes 
•ro-n JMU   804-9370791 
W E HAVE 
PROPERTY A T: 
HBSTPORT 
VILLAGE 
HUNTER'S   RIDGE 
DEVON   LANE 
MASON    STREET 
LIBERTY   STREET 
J-M'S 
OLD SOUTH HIGH 
EAST i WEST 
MARKET 
HIGH   STREET 
1-2-3-4   OR   5 
BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
2-3-4    BEDROOM 
HOUSES 
ALL    WALKING 
DISTANCE    TO 
1SVJ8 Soatk Mala - 5 Bedrooms, 
basement. OSL. year leaaa. 
June, across from campus. 
11.375. 4330984. 
UK. Wear Detae TM - 5 bedrooms, 
furnished. Ethernet, groups of 5 
preferred. 1250/month. 1 year 
Mee (8/03 8/04) 7034506008 
Sevan I.n.oom Hou.a -   I . 
person. 2 kitchens, 2 baths. Cell 
4388800 
■eat Hat Metal leaokl 3 bedroom 
toamnouae available August 03 m 
Kaistar school area Quiet and safe 
neejhborhood. garage, large deck, 
phone and cable outlets in each 
room. For more details or on 
aoporntmem call 800-842.2227 or 
e-meli soyoereO«>snerne!net. 
78 Folrvlow - 3 bedrooms, rec 
room. 1 block from campus. DSL. 
year lease August. 1750. 4330984 
Walk 1/1 Bleak to Campus - 
Apartments for rant, groups of 4. 
Private parking. 10 W. Grace St. 
Call Hun. 574-3057. 
• E. Elizabeth, SI.100. 
W Water. $750. June 1. 
IMac OS ad 
Aepteworks. Encyclopedia. Adobe 
Page. $375 879-9947 
Ckar February 34 Ferewei Concert 
Tickets - Sir, available Floor row 
29. Roanoke Civic Centei S110 
each Cell 4330242, leave 
MeMgi 
STUDENTS 1 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
CASH 
$13.75 base appl. 
Local district office has 10* 
opmsngs for students and others 
Positions arc in customer 
service/sales. There is no 
telemarketing and no door to 
door We offer 100 schobnhrps 
and interns arc welcome 
HI '1- imii 
WANTED 
Catpool (IMU CS Staff) from 
Woodstock Area    i i -<HS    ->A 
Bkv. My novn an 8 00 i 
p.m. with some fte> Wart. 568-166* 
<Ka«hy,; home. 5404504095 
•S250 
WIckM/ Bambao Fanitttm • Great 
stu«1 Gift & Thnft. 227 N Mam. 
R7CJ99.1- 
Fully Furnlthad Townhouse 
Huntefl RiO|e   4 bedroom    2 
bath. $225/room plus utilities. 
AveWleoie now. Call 5408334385 
2 Story 8 ■edioom HOUII 
Available 8/1,03. Two mllM from 
JMU. Lefts backyard, 2 full baths, 
1.5 Mchena. common room, pkis 2 
KkWonal rooms. Off-street perturvj. 
1290/room per month plus 
utilrttas Deposit required Perfect 
for small groups Call 437-0193 for 
en appointment. 
HHaMr'a Me*e Large aM/2Batt 
fctfee - Avallsbte Aufust 2003 Fulty 
furnished All appliances Including 
washer/dryer, disftwasher. disposal 
Bedrooms wired for Ethernet In 
quiet area back of compie. For 
details or an appointment call 
0a-#. 800842 2227 or e man 
spyderflO#shentel net. 
Only $15 to run 
your "For Sale" 
ad for the entire 
semester or until 
your item sells 
(whichever coma flrst)! 
This offer Is good lanuary 16 
2003 through May I. 2003 and 
only applies to advertising In the 
'For Sale- section Ads must be 
20 vrorda or less. Offer apples to 
individual Items only Retell storea 
and buMneaecs do not qualify for 
faal eTMBi .'(In 
All ads ate subject to 
Braere approval 
Don't miM out on 
this great deal! 
568-6127 
a day potential. Local positions 
1*00293-3985. e«t. 215 
Wanted: Dependable. Creative 
lease ala - to provide child care for 
aree families. Full-time or part- 
time, primarily evenings end 
weekends. Non-smoking a must 
Can CHUCare Connection, 4334531. 
aManaae Meier Needed - to work 
Fridays and Saturdays for office 
and outside duties. Must be 
available for lull time In summer 
Located in city and could lead to 
rurJ-time emptoyrrierri on graduation 
Good telephone end computer 
Skills a must. 433-1234. 
CM He are Needed - for one year 
Old. Full day Tuesday and/or 
Trwfldey. General babysitting also 
needed, interested? Call 4320384 
NOTHK 
For mure mf nmmion and 
muamct n%whng ihr 
investigation ol finirKing huunrv. 
ir^utHnagct, curSKl the 
Better Buuacu bureau. Inc. 
l-eM.533.5Ml 
CArW • ftWsUd • 1AM.MU 
BAKAMAI • KOm* 
SIUIIIPS H JMU, 





Guarameea Uwesi Prices! 
call tor Current Su«l»l» 
'„,.,,, snorfnds Seoul 
SPRING 
BREAK! 
Act Howl Last chance to guerantec 
the best spring break prices to all 
destmatHHis. Rap* needed, travel 
tree, earn %t%. Group discounts 
tor 6-. Call 8008388203 












leedership and honors organij-atton 
is seeking motivated students to 
oeg." a chapter on cempua 3 0 GPA 
required Contact inrbeHafvonors of 
II, §00 Weetdy PtHa^le." mailing 
our circulars. Free Information Call 
2036R30202. 
larn Up to tlOO Per Week . 
assembling products at home No 





Local Mortgage Cctn>*ny 
■Barkening and sales. Gain 
f ixet-hand mpmrimnm and 
build your rrmrmi Pleaue 
aend your raeunee toi 
SUMMER IN JMAINF, 
Males and female.. 
Meet new I'henuV Travel' 
Teach >our favorite activity. 
• Tame • Lands ports 
•Canoe •Swim 
• Water Ski • Sa* 
• Gymnastics * Kayak 
• S«var • Theatre 
Jewelry • Nanny 
•Copper • Video 
EnsvTWing • Ropea 
•Ervgiiah . Office 
RKi.no, • Mora1 
•Pottery 
June to AuguM Residcnual. 
Enjoy our website Anol\ nnlinc1 
laWr LAO CAMPforGtrh: 
l-W».9e7-4347 
www. tripplakacamp. com 
>.. i..- -1........,--,,.....,-t,.. ..k 
MCXSON 
PfltaTY 
Sun Splash Tours 
1.800.426.7710 
wvw.siiiisolashtours.coin 
Celebrity spring Break • brought to 
you by SludentCrty com! Book now, 
save up to *100 on all 
international tnps Party like a rock 
star with MAXIM magazine and 
Jackass's StewO For details call 
1 800 293 1445. or e mail 
saleseHtudentcity.com, or book 
online at nvwv studenfofycom 
#1  Spring  Break  Vacations! 
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, and 
Florida. Best parties, beat hotels, 
best pneesi Space is limited! Hurry 
up and book nowl 1-800-234-7007 
www endlesssummertours com 
Skydivel One day first Tandem 
Bkydives from 2 1/2 miles up! 
22 jumper aircraft. JMU Student 
discounts! Can 1-877-348 3750 
(877 DlVESKV, 
wwwsiiytfiveorange.com 
Sun Splash Tours ■ 
1.800.426.7710  II  SKI ^ TRa.Y... 
mmsunsplashtoun.com I ■"■OOO.BBB..I.I.9 
wwwaKiTnAVEL COM 
Advertise in 
The  Breeze 
Classified Adsl 
$3.00 for Ae lint 10 words 
$200 for each add'l Iflvronh 
Block ads are SlOVinch 
AW accepting 
credit cards!.' 
Visa or Master Card 
Call today 
to place your ad! 
568-6127 






HEALTH CENTER, P.L.C. 
—j\xm   to   m   fen   all   uoui   nuJJnOOXi   TIMZQX 
Richard EN. Sedwick, MD, FACOG 
Nancy I. Durning, MN, RN-CS, FNP-C 
1885 Port Republic Road Harrisonburg, VA 
www.brvvhc.younnd.com 
433-6613 
1.7 miles east of 1-81 exit 245 Bus Route #2 
Hair Corral Shenir.i:ah \7z.'.'.z-;'z IL:r C-:: 3tc::;l:c::" 
$6.00 HAIRCUTS 
Ma-AriaJra-USAWa 
Mi»6U.~7A     r-nafct 
Complele Lint ol     Tanning Beds Year-Round 
Hair Products VJ^N 
Manicure Spa 
"Walk-ins Welcome     Padlcure Spa     ^>1 "> 
Stflc^y Koit, cerv.»vitt«»1 to wtin-g tk&orttr 
tAu-tatio*. a*d •pr'eViju.tifjs'., br-u\gc a w.tu.*t$t *f kope te 
colUqccar*.pusts. 
B-y «T»i>sii\43 tbiy>rmu.re& of tkr. bdflitty iKdvstrtf a*.i V.tr oww baktle 
with ttMroia, Stflc«y belts otkers struggliv^ w^k eativA*3 d'&ordtrs, 
a*d self iavujrje 




\^/ednes«rla^, Jantiary 22nd 
7 pm 
Free, Passports welcome 
'ft-riv>r.ilvirt.wrt^l-i.-lh ".w»r *\A r.#ni»fii»M h f»ntt 
50WaDtw«()M%11l 
201 THE BREEZE I TUESDAY, JAN. 21, 2003 
JOIN US IN CELEBRATING 
OUR NEW HOME 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23 RD 
Music • Refreshments • Prizes! 
Enter to 
• 2 Mountain Bikes 
• Apple iPod 
• Dell Axim PDA 
■ $100, $50, or $25 Gift Certificates 





'Not valid with any other offers. 
See store for details. 
' 
